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Abstract

Laser Produced Plasmas (LPP) are a better source to increase the energy cut-off

of the harmonics generated due to their larger ionisation potential than the con-

ventional neutral gas media, if optimised properly. The experiments detailed in the

thesis aim towards the use of LPP as a medium for the generation of bright coherent

EUV/XUV table-top sources. A detailed spatio-temporal characterisation of LPP’s

generated from Al and Cr targets via non-invasive optical emission spectroscopy

(OES) and time-resolved plume imaging are performed to investigate plasma fea-

tures and optimise them. While ns LPP’s are spatio-temporally optimised for Al

IV/Al III with the irradiation energy as the control parameter, the ps LPP’s are

optimised for Al III using the single pulse (SP) and double pulse (DP) schemes. Ex-

periments on Cr plasmas are also performed and the changes in plume morphology

upon implementing SP and DP schemes are investigated via plume imaging and the

abundance of various species in the plume were investigated via time-resolved OES.

The DP schemes are investigated in detail to find out the influence of parameters

such as the polarisation, delay between the two pulses, energy in the first pulse

and the ambient pressure on the plume morphology. Building and extending the

experimental setup to conduct the proposed experiments aiming towards increasing

the energy cut-off of the harmonics using LPP as the nonlinear medium comprises

the second part of the thesis. A High-order Harmonic Generation (HHG) set up

is built and tested using harmonics generated in Ar gas. The HHG system de-

veloped here would further be modified to take care of the plasma fluorescence as

well as to accommodate higher order harmonics. These spatio-temporally optimised

LPP’s together with the set-up are anticipated to produce HHG sources with higher

brilliance than the commercial tabletop sources, adding energy tunability to these

sources. Additional experiments on the angle resolved X-ray emissions in the range

of 30 keV to 150 keV from LPP from metals (Al and Cr) and their alloys (Al-Cr) are

carried out and detailed here; which can also be used as a source of X-ray radiation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and overview

After the development of the first laser in 1960 [1, 2], dramatic progress has been

made towards the development of shorter laser pulses due to their wide applications

in various fields [3]. Modelocking (ML) [4, 5] and Chirped-Pulse Amplification

(CPA) [6] have accelerated the advancement such that pulses as short as a few

tens of femtoseconds (fs) 1 to a few fs are available. Such short laser pulses could

reach electric field strengths comparable to the Coulombic field experienced by

the electrons in an atom. This regime is referred to as the “strong field regime”

in which high-order harmonic generation (HHG) is an example; where harmonics

extending to the extreme ultraviolet (XUV/EUV) regime or beyond are generated.

These HHG emissions have laser-like properties and can be as short as a few tens of

attoseconds (as)2. Ever since the first experiments on HHG in 1980’s [7, 8, 9], it has

been explored as a method to generate laser-like EUV/X-rays [10, 11] and for the

generation of attosecond pulses [12, 13]. The cut-off energy (Ecut−off ) in HHG is

directly dependent on the ionization potential (Ip), intensity (I) and wavelength (λ)

through the equation Ecut−off = Ip + 3.17Up, where Up ∝ Iλ2. Owing to their high

Ip, noble gases are mostly used as the non-linear medium to generate harmonics.

However, the highest ionization potential (Ip) with such noble gases is 24.6 eV for

11 fs = 10−15 s
21 as = 10−18 s

1
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He which can generate harmonics until harmonic order 2213, when irradiated using

an infrared (IR) pulse. In such a scenario, one possible solution to increase the

Ecut−off is to use medium with higher Ip. An ionized medium would create such

a source with higher Ip. The work presented in this thesis aims at the generation

of such a medium based on laser produced plasma (LPP) [14, 15]. A complete

spatio-temporal characterisation of plasmas is carried out with the ultimate aim of

extending the photon energy range to keV’s in the X-ray regime. This source is

anticipated to produce HHG emissions with energy tunability and higher brilliance

since the solid angle of emission of these sources are smaller compared to other

commercial sources such as synchrotrons and FEL’s [16].

In this thesis, a detailed spatio-temporal characterisation of LPP’s is carried out us-

ing the non-invasive optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and time-resolved plasma

plume imaging. Metallic targets (aluminium and chromium) and its alloy (Al-Cr

alloy) are used in the experiments to generate plasma. Single-pulse (SP) and double-

pulse (DP) irradiation schemes are employed in the experiments to tailor the plasma

properties such that the optimal conditions where neutrals and ions co-exist are ob-

served via OES. Further, plume imaging provides information on the hydrodynamic

expansion of the plume. The morphological variations of the plume when the SP

and DP schemes are investigated in detail. X-ray studies on LPP’s are conducted

to understand the X-ray yield from the LPP’s; which can also be employed as a

source of X-ray radiation. A custom-made HHG set-up is designed, built and tested

for the LPP based HHG experiments.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Ultrashort laser pulses: Brief review and principle

The development of modelocked lasers [17, 18] produced pulses as short as 27 fs

[19, 20]. Titanium doped sapphire crystals (Ti:Sapphire) are an excellent solid

state gain media for lasing with remarkable spectral bandwidth ranging from 600

nm4 to 1100 nm, which supports few cycle fs pulses. The use of Ti: Sapphire as a

3H XX is the general representation for XXth harmonic and this will be used throughout the
thesis.

41 nm = 1 × 10 −9 m
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic of the modelocked laser pulses. The figure is adapted
from [21]. (b) Principle of Kerr-lens modelocking. The figure is adapted from

[22].

gain medium along with the technique of Kerr-lens mode locking (KLM) [23, 24, 25]

further advances the field such that it could generate pulses with a few fs duration,

down to 4-5 fs. Kerr-lens mode locking (a passive mode locking technique which

works on optical Kerr effect, refer to figure 1.1 (b)) in the gain medium results in a

fast-intensity-dependent refractive index variation given by

n = n0 + n2I(r, t) (1.1)

where n0 is the ordinary refractive index, n2 (cm2/W) is a constant for a medium

and I (W/cm2) is the cycle-averaged intensity of the laser. The spatial variation

of intensity, I(r) causes self-focusing and hence reduces the beam diameter. The

temporal variation of intensity, I(t) is responsible for phase delay between col-

ors resulting self-phase modulation (SPM). Group delay dispersion (GDD 5), when

5It is the derivative of the spectral phase with respect to the angular frequency, which is a
consequence of the I(t) dependence in equation 1.1. GDD describes the chromatic dispersion of
laser pulses in a medium and it is measured/described in the units of fs2.
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optimally combined with SPM generate pulses as short as possible (≈ 5 fs) depend-

ing on the available broad spectrum [26, 27, 28, 17, 29]. A Kerr lens modelocked

Ti:Sapphire laser and an actively modelocked Ti:Sapphire laser (details are given

in chapter 2) are used for the realization of experiment presented in the thesis.

Most applications of ultrashort pulses requires larger energies (millijoules) which

cannot be directly obtained from the conventional Ti:Sapphire oscillators. There-

fore, amplification of the light pulses are required. Direct amplification of these

pulses are not feasible since the high peak intensities of a ML output exceed the

damage thresholds of a typical amplifying media used in optical amplifiers. CPA,

discovered by D. Strickland and G Mourou in 1985 [6], helped the amplification of

such pulses for practical applications. CPA consists of three steps; (i) pulse stretch-

ing, (ii) amplification and (iii) pulse compression. Figure 1.2 shows the schematic

Figure 1.2: The schematic of CPA adapted from [30].

of a CPA where the ultrashort laser pulses from the oscillator is initially stretched

in time, introducing positive chirp6 and elongating the pulse such that different fre-

quencies travel at different speeds within the medium leading to safe intensity levels

that does not damage the laser crystal. Various frequencies in the stretched pulse

are then amplified individually to an optimum value via multiple passes through the

gain medium (as in multi-pass amplifier [31] or in regenerative amplifier [32, 33]).

6When the frequency components in the spectrum travel in such a way that the higher frequency
follows the lower frequency components, the pulse is called positively chirped and the vice-versa
case is referred to as negative chirp.
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The amplified laser pulses are then compressed back by introducing a negative chirp

to the pulse using a grating compressor. CPA based multi-pass amplifiers and re-

generative Ti:Sapphire amplifiers are used to generate the millijoule (mJ) energy

pulses used in these experiments and they are discussed in chapter 2.

State-of-the-art laser systems can deliver pulses of a few fs duration with several

tens of mJ’s of energy. In physical sciences, fs pulses enabled the investigation of the

ultrafast processes in atoms and molecules, which were never accessed before the

invention of modelocked lasers and CPA, enabling the study of light-matter inter-

actions at unprecedented intensities. Focusing of amplified ultrashort light pulses

can routinely produce intensities of the order of ∼ 1016 W/cm2 with the light pulses

having an electric field that exceeds the static Coulomb field of outer-shell electrons

in atoms (≈ 109 V/cm). Such laser fields can modify/suppress atomic potential

resulting in ionization [34]. The electron freed after ionization feels the presence of

the light field and is pondermotively accelerated away from the nucleus resulting in

a temporary enhancement of the atomic polarisation. This changes according to the

variation of the E-field of the ionizing pulse resulting in many physical processes.

Electrons gain high kinetic energies (ranging keV and beyond) following their de-

tachment, and a substantial fraction of the atoms are ionized during one oscillation

period (T0) of the light pulse. The implications of this process are numerous and far

reaching. The nonlinear response of the ionizing atomic medium is now extended

to remarkably high intensity levels and the instantaneous nonlinear current densi-

ties induced in such systems has reached unprecedented values. This supported the

community to explore the previously inaccessible regimes of nonlinear optics and

high-field physics [18].

1.2.2 Nonlinear response of atoms to intense laser fields

Depending on the intensity of the laser, different nonlinear processes occur in the

light-matter interaction and the figure 1.3 represents various processes that occur in

different non-linear regimes. At low and/or moderate intensities, the polarisation7

(P ) of a medium varies with the electric field (E) and it can be described as a

Taylor series expansion as:

P = ε0[χ(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + ....] (1.2)

7Measured as As/m2, where As represents Ampere seconds
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Figure 1.3: Different regimes of nonlinear optics in the visible and near infrared
(NIR) range. The figure is adapted from [18]

where ε0 = 8.85 × 1012 As/Vm is the electric permittivity of free space, χ(1) is the

linear susceptibility, χ(2) and χ(3) are the second and third order non-linear suscep-

tibilities8 respectively. The first term in the equation 1.2 describes the linear regime

of optics and all others represent nonlinear response of a material at higher E-fields.

The laser field here causes small perturbation to the atomic quantum states under

non-resonant excitation conditions wherein the probability of atoms to remain in

their ground state is high and the wave function of the ground state remains on

the order of the Bohr radius aB. Nonlinear interactions in these conditions are well

described by a perturbative approach and these processes are referred to as the

perturbative nonlinear optics. Second-order non-linearities arising due to the effect

of χ(2) in the media results in nonlinear phenomena such as the second harmonic

generation (SHG), sum-frequency generation (SFG), difference frequency genera-

tion (DFG) and parametric conversions [35, 36]. However, conversion efficiencies in

such processes are of concern when implemented in applications and only those ma-

terials that do not exhibit inversion symmetry support χ(2) processes. χ(3) processes

can be prominently found in a variety of materials as they do not need symmetry

conditions as in χ(2) processes. The χ(3) term governs nonlinear phenomena such

as the Third Harmonic Generation (THG), optical Kerr effect, stimulated Raman

8χ(k) is in (m/V)k−1
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scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), where χ(3) couples to-

gether four frequency components, i. e, three fields interact to produce a fourth

field [35, 36].

Figure 1.4: Schematic one dimensional representation of (a) multi-photon ion-
ization (MPI), (b) tunnel ionization (TI) and (c) over the barrier ionization (OBI

or OTBI).

For larger laser intensities, i.e. greater than 1012 W/cm2, extreme non-linear optical

processes become prominent and the contributions from high order non-linearities

become significant. Consequently, processes like the multi-photon ionization (MPI),

tunnel ionization (TI) and over the barrier ionization (OTBI or OBI)9 arise. These

interactions however are not defined by the conventional perturbation theory and

they are explained by the strong-field physics. In this regime, the electric field of

the laser approaches the strength of the fields that exists within the atom. The

strong-field regime is parametrized by the Keldysh parameter (γ) [34] given by:

γ =

√
Ip

2Up
(1.3)

Up is the pondermotive energy or the cycle averaged kinetic energy acquired by a

free electron in the laser field (E0). Up is given by

Up =
e2E2

0

4mω2
(1.4)

Where e, E0, m and ω are the charge of an electron, electric field amplitude of

the laser, mass of the electron and the angular frequency of the laser irradiation

respectively. From equation 1.3, it is clear that γ is proportional to the angular

frequency and inversely proportional to the square of the electric field of the laser.

9OTBI is also called as barrier suppression ionization (BSI)
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When γ >> 1, the probability of single photon ionization is very low and this

defines the MPI regime [37] where, atoms can be ionized by radiation whose energy

is much lesser than the ionization potential through simultaneous absorption of

several photons from the laser field (see figure 1.4 (a) above ). The energy spectrum

in such process is given by E = n~ω−Ip where n is the minimum number of photons

required for ionization. A detailed analysis of the multiphoton processes in atoms

can be found in [38]. When γ << 1 [37], strong field regime dominates where the

frequency of light is less compared to the Ip and the electric field strength of the

laser is strong enough to suppress the Coulomb barrier. In this regime, ionization

can happen in two ways; TI and OTBI [39]. When the laser field suppresses the

Coulomb potential, the electron experience a lower potential barrier than before

such that it can tunnel through the barrier, TI occurs [34, 40, 37]. For still higher

intensities, the Coulomb potential can be completely suppressed and the electron

can escape the potential freely leading to OTBI. As a consequence of the phenomena

happening in the strong field, processes such as HHG was discovered [41, 42].

1.3 HHG - A brief history and principles

Soon after revealing the working model of laser in 1960, P. A. Franken et al. [43]

drew the attention of the scientific community through his report on the generation

of harmonics from longer wavelengths using a material medium. This was followed

by the demonstrations of generating harmonics from different media (both solids

and gases) using visible-NIR lasers via the method of HHG [44, 45]. Apart from

the generation of lower order harmonics (∼ 5th harmonics), no significant advances

were made in this field until mid 1980’s due to the lower efficiency of the HHG

process and problems associated with phase matching in material media. A break-

through was made by McPherson et al. [7] in 1987 where the team demonstrated

the generation of high-order harmonics as high as H 17 from neon gas using 248

nm, 20 mJ and 350 fs pulses. Another independent group [8] demonstrated the

possibility of generating harmonics as high as H 33 in rare gases using 30 picosec-

ond (ps10), 1064 nm radiations with an intensity ∼ 1013 W/cm2. Except for a few

experiments on HHG (as in[9]) that used longer wavelength for driving the HHG

101 ps = 10−12 s
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process, most of the HHG experiments until then used short primary-laser wave-

lengths [46, 7, 47, 48, 49]. Thereafter, numerous such experiments [50] were carried

out which contributed to the developments in the field of HHG. A few years later

in 1992, a significant leap in the field of HHG was made when J. L. Krausz et al.

(1992) [51] and P. B. Corkum (1993) [52] theoretically explained the process lead-

ing to HHG when an intense field produced by lasers interact with the atoms in

the gaseous phase. A relatively simple 3-step model of HHG was developed which

explained the features of the HHG spectrum, understanding of phase matching con-

ditions and the possibility to generate attosecond pulses via the method of HHG

[44]. Following this breakthrough, research further progressed with experiments fo-

cusing on increasing the efficiency of HHG radiation and achieve higher harmonic

orders. Maximum harmonic order achieved in all such experiments so far is H 221

(i. e, 3.62 nm) using 800 nm laser pulses with an intensity of 1015 W/cm2 and using

helium as the medium (He has an Ip = 24.58eV) [44]. Until 2012, the highest energy

cut-off achieved from gaseous media was 1.6 keV from helium by using 3.9 µm, 80

fs laser pulses [53]. Researchers are actively working towards finding a better me-

dia that could extend the cut-off and/or improving the efficiency of HHG in which

LPP’s were considered as a plausible solution [14] which would be discussed in the

following sections.

1.3.1 The three-step model for HHG

As described in section 1.2.2 and represented in figure 1.4, TI happens when the

Coulomb potential is suppressed by the intense laser field. The process of HHG

can be well described by the three-step model where the single atom response to

the electric field is considered. The laser field induces a distortion to the atomic

potential so that an electron is tunnel ionized through the distorted barrier (see (1)

in figure 1.5). This free electron is accelerated away from the parent ion in the laser

field (see (2) of figure 1.5). The electron is driven back towards the parent ion and

re-scattering happens (see (3) in figure 1.5) upon field reversal and energy acquired

during the process is released when captured by its parent ion, emitting an XUV

photon with energy Ephoton = Ip + Ekin. Assuming that the electron is born at

t = ti at x = 0 with a zero velocity (i.e, ẋ = 0), an expression for Ekin at the time

of return (tr) as a function of Up can be calculated. Using Newtonian equation, the
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Figure 1.5: The three-step model which explains the single atom response to
intense laser fields. The thick red line shows the variation of the laser field with
time. The variation in the Coulomb field (thick black lines in (1), (2) and (3))
with respect to the change in the electric field amplitude is represented here.
The dotted blue line represent the Coulomb field of the atom in the absence of
the external laser field. (1) The Coulomb field of the atom is suppressed by the
intense laser field and an electron tunnels through the modified barrier. (2) Once
the electron is released, it sees the oscillating laser field and it is accelerated in
this laser field. (3) On the field reversal, the electron returns back to its parent
ion, thereby emitting the energy acquired in the field as XUV/X-ray photons.

The figure has been adapted from [54].

magnitude of the acceleration of the electron in the laser field is given by

ẍ = −eE0

m
sin(ωt) (1.5)

E0sin(ωt) is the laser field. With the initial conditions x(ti) = 0 and ẋ(ti) = 0, we

obtain

ẋ =
eE0

mω
[cos(ωt)− cos(ωti)] (1.6)

and

x =
eE0

mω2
[sin(ωt)− sin(ωti)− ω(t− ti)cos(ωti)] (1.7)

From equation 1.6 and equation 1.7, Ekin can be obtained as:

Ekin =
1

2
mẋ(tr)

2 =
e2E0

2

2mω2
[cos(ωtr)− cos(ωti)]2 = 2Up[cos(ωtr)− cos(ωti)]2 (1.8)

The kinetic energy of the electrons can be calculated from the equation 1.6 by

calculating the electron trajectories which are the solution of the equation

sin(ωtr)− sin(ωti)− ω(tr − ti) cos(ωti) = 0 (1.9)
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Figure 1.6: The electron trajectories (left) and the kinetic energy distribution
(right) with respect to the electric field oscillation (T ). The grey solid line indi-
cates the laser field and the trajectories in black are those returning to the parent
ion, and thus contributing to HHG. The dashed grey lines contribute to ioniza-
tion. The kinetic energy at return (right) is proportional to the square of the
slopes of the trajectories when they cross the horizontal axis. The solid (dashed)
line indicates the return energy as a function of return (ionization) time. There
are two trajectories which are differentiated by the time taken by the electron
between ionization and re-collision, namely the short and long trajectories. The
short trajectory corresponds to the electrons with the same return energy released
just before the first zero-crossing of the field and the long trajectory corresponds
to the electrons released beyond the peak of the laser electric field. The figure is

adapted from [55]

The graph showing the electron trajectories and as well as the kinetic energies

acquired by the electrons is given in figure 1.6. The Ekin given in the equation 1.8 can

reach a maximum of 3.17 Up and is referred to as the cut-off energy (Ecut−off = Ip+

3.17Up). All energies except Ecut−off are attained through two trajectories, namely

the short and long trajectories. The EUV emissions in both of these trajectories are

slightly chirped as the different frequency components are emitted at different times.

The emissions in the short trajectories are positively chirped and those in the long

trajectories are negatively chirped. The three steps mentioned above repeats every

half cycle of the laser with a change of sign in the electromagnetic field and results

in the emission of a train of EUV pulses with a sign flip between the consecutive

pulses. The interference of the consecutive pulses therefore results in a frequency

comb of the harmonics generated. If T is the laser cycle, ε is the total electric field

of the attosecond pulses and ε1 is the field of the first attosecond pulse, then

ε(t) = ε1(t)− ε1(t− T

2
) (1.10)
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Taking the Fourier Transform (FT) of equation 1.10 and introducing the amplitudes

(A(Ω) and A1(Ω)) of the respective fields into it we get

A(Ω) = A1(Ω)−
∫
ε1(t− T

2
)e−iΩtdt = A1(Ω)−

∫
ε1(t)e−iΩ(t+T

2
)dt (1.11)

i.e.

A(Ω) = A1(Ω)(1− e−i
ΩT
2 ) (1.12)

This therefore gives

|A(Ω)|2 = 4|A1(Ω)|2sin2(
ΩT

4
) (1.13)

From equation 1.13 it can be inferred that the maximum of the spectra is observed

when ΩT
4

= (2q+1)π
2
; where q is an integer. Therefore when Ω = 2π(2q+1)

T
= (2q+1)ω

yields odd harmonics and zero at the even harmonics of the laser field. This equation

when generalized to N pulses and mathematically solved, we get

|A(Ω)|2 = 4|A1(Ω)|2
sin2(ΩT

4
)sin2( (N−1)ΩT

2
)

sin2(ΩT
2

)
(1.14)

From equation 1.14, it is clear that the HHG spectrum comprises of odd harmonics

modulating in a broadband spectrum |A1(Ω)|2 generated by half a laser pulse. The

EUV pulses generated by HHG has a pulse duration of a few hundreds of attoseconds

and therefore, this can be adopted as a reliable method to generate attosecond

pulses. Let us consider harmonics between 21 and 53 and assume that they have

the same phase at a given time, say t=0 at same amplitude. The field can be

calculated as
53∑

q=21,odd

eiqωt = ei21ωt

16∑
n=0

e2inωt = ei21ωt1− ei34ωt

1− ei2ωt
(1.15)

and

|
53∑

q=21,odd

eiqωt|2 = |sin17ωt

sinωt
|2 (1.16)

The resulting temporal structure of the train of pulses would therefore be separated

by half a laser cycle, T/2 = π/ω. The approximate pulse duration therefore can be

calculated as: 17ωτ = π, i.e, τ = π/17ω = T/34. For a 800nm laser wavelength,

T = 2.6 fs and therefore the duration of the EUV pulses, τ would be ≈ 76 as.

Therefore, in short, the process of HHG is analogous to the diffraction through

multiple slits, wherein space is replaced by time. This demonstrates that HHG can
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be adopted as a method to generate attosecond pulses [56] which would be useful

for atomic physics experiments in future.

Figure 1.7: Typical HHG spectrum showing the perturbative, plateau and the
cut-off regions. The figure is adapted from [57]

A typical HHG spectrum is given in figure 1.7. The typical HHG spectrum consists

mainly of three regimes, namely the perturbative region, the plateau region and the

cut-off region. The perturbative regime consists of the lowest order of harmonics

in the spectra. It is described by the conventional perturbation theory and an ex-

ponential decrease of the harmonic intensities are observed for increasing harmonic

orders in this regime. The plateau region consists of the contribution from the

superposition of all classically allowed trajectories and each of harmonic observed

here has roughly the same intensity. Most of the intermediate harmonic orders are

found in this regime with almost equal intensities. Following the plateau region,

there is a relatively sharp cut-off regime which is defined by the Ecut−off . This

regime consists of the highest orders generated via HHG process.

The above description however is the single atom response to the high-intensity

laser fields and hence is considered as a microscopic effect. When we consider the

HHG process, we should also consider the macroscopic effects which comprises of:

(i) Absorption, (ii) dephasing or phase mismatching and (iii) defocussing and these

factors control the maximum achievable harmonic yield.

(i) Absorption: During propagation in the medium where the harmonics are

generated, they can excite core electron states and be re-absorbed. This needs
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to be optimally addressed and prevented to get a higher yield of the harmonics.

The numerical values of the X-ray/XUV absorption can be obtained from

laboratory databases such as in [58].

(ii) Phase mismatch or dephasing: Phase matching between the XUV’s gen-

erated by HHG and the driving laser is therefore very crucial. The major

components of the wave vector corresponding to the phase mismatch can be

written as [44]:

∆k = ∆kn + ∆ke + ∆kf + ∆kd (1.17)

The first component arises from the dispersion due to the neutrals present in

the medium and its contribution is always positive. The second component

of the phase mismatch arises from the dispersion due to the free electron

cloud generated in the media. The contribution due to this term is always

negative and opposite to that of ∆kn. The third component arises from the

phase shift of the driving field along the beam propagation direction (Gouy

phase shift). For Gaussian pulses. ∆kf ≈ − q
z0

where z0 is the Rayleigh

length and the corresponding contribution to the phase mismatch is usually

negative. The fourth term is the contribution of the phase mismatch caused

by the dispersion induced by the electron trajectory in the continuum. It

is also called the dipole phase and it is proportional to the laser intensity

given as: ∆kd = −β ∂I
∂z

. This term changes sign across the focus. i.e, it is

positive when z < 0 and negative when z > 0 [59]. The propagation length

at which the phase mismatch reaches π is referred to as the coherence length.

This indicates the propagation distance over which the coherent growth of the

macroscopic harmonic output tends to terminate.

(iii) Defocussing: During HHG, the laser pulse creates a free-electron density

profile which is the maximum at the peak of the pule and goes to zero at the

wings of the pulse. Such a profile gives rise to defocussing which decreases the

laser pulse intensity. This limits the effective interaction length over which a

particular harmonic can be generated. However, when compared to the effects

caused by ∆ke and ∆kf , this is usually weak.

Limitations arising from the geometric effects, i.e, effect due to ∆kf and defocussing

can be suppressed by increasing the pulse energy and the beam radius such that the

peak intensity remains constant. However, these measures cannot avoid the effects
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due to ∆ke and the absorption losses, which are mostly the cause of limiting the

harmonic yield. A detailed analysis on the different methodologies to overcome the

propagation losses and/or the phase mismatch due to various factors can be found

in [18].

From the equation Ecut−off = Ip + 3.17Up, it is clear that the Ecut−off can be in-

creased either by increasing the Up or by increasing the Ip. By analyzing the factors

responsible for Up, it is understood that Up ∝ Iλ2; where I is the intensity and λ

is the wavelength of the driving laser pulse. Therefore, Ecut−off can be increased

either by increasing I and/or by using a longer wavelength, but there are limitations

in either cases [60]. The maximum photon energy of an HHG source is proportional

to Iλ2, whereas the photon flux is inversely proportional to λ4. Therefore the effi-

ciency drops with wavelength, even though the photon energy increases. In addition

to this, the available laser technology limits the drive wavelength to < 4 µm. The

useful peak intensity cannot exceed a value Isat ∝ ln Ip. This is fixed by the Ip of

the target atom. Therefore, increasing Ip can increase the Ecut−off of the harmonics

generated. The highest Ip available with neutral systems (i.e. He) is already being

used in HHG. Increasing the Ip can be achieved ions [61, 62] and this can be im-

plemented in the experiments by using plasmas as the source of HHG, which is the

long-term goal of this work. Even though the Ecut−off can be increased, problems

such as plasma defocussing due to electrons, phase mismatch generated by various

species in the plasma and the self phase modulations inside the plasma medium

limits the Ecut−off to lower values than expected needs further advancement in the

field [15, 14].

1.3.2 Plasmas as a non-linear medium for HHG

Plasma is the most common state of matter that constitutes 99 % of the currently

observable universe [63]. A plasma is defined as a quasi-neutral gas of charged and

neutral particles which exhibits collective behavior obeying the following conditions:

λd << L, ND >> 1 and ωpτ > 1, where λd is the Debye length, L is the overall di-

mension of the plasma, ND is the plasma parameter, ωp is the plasma frequency and

τ is the time between collisions of two plasma species. These three conditions sat-

isfies the quasi-neutrality and the collective behaviour, which are briefly explained

as follows. Quasi-neutrality arises from an approximation that the density of the
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free electrons is almost equal to the density of the ions in the plasma, i.e, in other

words, a plasma is macroscopically neutral in the absence of external forces. Even

though there may be some deviations from the neutrality of the plasma over dis-

tances of the order of the Debye length (λd =
√

ε0kTe
nee2

11) [64], the overall neutrality

of the plasma is still restored. When the quasi-neutrality condition is disrupted in

the plasma, the charges rearrange collectively to maintain the charge neutrality con-

dition. These collective motions in the plasmas cannot be sustained and they break

up into a natural frequency of oscillations known called the plasma frequency (ωp).

ne and Te are the two important plasma parameters that are used to characterise

a plasma and therefore, the plasma parameter (ND = 4
3
nπλd

3 = 1.38×106 T
3
2

n
1
2

) plays

an important role in defining plasma. ND is the number of particles in the Debye

sphere12 and this in turn defines the condition relevant for collective behaviour as

ND >>1. This is the consequence of the long range electrostatic forces that exist

between the charged particles in the plasma. Based on their properties such as

temperature, degree of ionization etc., plasmas are classified as cold plasmas, hot

plasmas, collisional and collisionless plasmas [63]. Plasmas where Te > Ti > Tg

(Te, Ti and Tg are the electron temperature, ion temperature and the temperature

of the gas molecules respectively) are called cold plasmas. Plasmas wherein the

temperatures of electrons and gas molecules are approximately equal, and are in

thermal equilibrium are known as hot plasmas (eg.high pressure gas discharges).

Plasmas with high Te and with lower ne tend to be collisionless whereas plasmas

with lower Te and higher ne are likely to be collisional [65] in their nature. Plasmas

can be generated in the laboratory in gas filled discharge tubes [66], tokamak fusion

reactors[67], laser produced plasmas (LPP) [68] and other methods [63, 69, 70].

Irrespective of the methods of generation and their classification, plasma is a very

good radiation source with emissions in the Visible, IR, UV or X-ray regimes de-

pending on their type and physical processes occurring inside them. Black body

emissions, Bremsstrahlung emissions, recombination radiations and line radiations

are the four common types of radiations from the plasmas. These emissions helps

to characterise these plasmas so that they can be devised for various applications

[63].

Out of the various kinds of plasmas mentioned above, LPP’s find interesting ap-

plications in a variety of fields [63]. However, due to their highly transient nature

11ε0 is the permittivity of free space, k is the Boltzmann constant, Te is the electron temperature,
ne is the number density of the plasma and e is the charge of the electron.

12Debye sphere is an imaginary sphere with the Debye length as its radius.
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[71, 72], it is difficult to predict their expansion accurately and hence, plasma diag-

nostics are important prior to implementing LPP’s for its applications. As discussed

above, the two basic parameters, Te and ne
13 determined from the experiments aids

plasma characterisation. The different methods to estimate these parameters and

also to understand the evolution of the plume are commonly referred to as plasma

diagnostic techniques which can be performed either via the radiations emitted from

the plasmas or via the help of external radiations. OES [73, 74] and plume imaging

[75, 76] are the two widely used non-invasive diagnostic techniques that utilize the

emissions from the plasmas for characterizing the plasma plume. OES, wherein

the emissions originates from the transitions between electronically excited states

decaying to lower energy levels in atoms and molecules, allows the identification of

different species in the plasma plume. Typically, an OES set up consists of a spec-

trometer [77] and a charge coupled device (CCD) or Intensified CCD (ICCD). The

spectra obtained is compared with the standard spectroscopic databases such as the

NIST atomic spectra database [78] and/or the Atomic spectral line database from

the University of Hannover [79] to identify the emissions corresponding to different

species in the plasma plume. These emission lines can be further used to calculate

the Te and ne of the plasma plume. Te can be calculated from plasmas using the

Boltzmann plot method [80] or the line ratio method [71, 63], by assuming that

the plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) [81], and are explained in

detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. ne can be calculated from the optical emission

spectra by knowing the line width of the identified emissions. A detailed description

of this method, and its short comings are presented in Chapter 4. Photography and

other imaging techniques are an added advantage to the plasma diagnostics wherein

they provide the two-dimensional snapshots of the plume expansion. It is a suit-

able method to investigate the hydrodynamic expansion where the time-resolved

images of the plasma using an ICCD is used to characterise the plasma with ns

resolution. High-speed framing photography, streak photography, and photography

using ICCD are a few plume imaging techniques used for the plasma diagnostics

in the present [77, 82, 83]. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this thesis explains the

characterisation of Al and Cr Plasmas respectively via plume imaging using ICCD.

In addition to this, other techniques employed to characterise the plasma include

mass spectroscopy [84, 85, 86], laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [87, 88], optical ab-

sorption spectroscopy [89], Optogalvanic spectroscopy [90], Langmuir probe [91, 92],

13ne is usually measured in number per cubic centimeter(/cm−3) and Te is measured in Kelvin
(K) or in electron volts (eV)
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Interferometry [93], Thomson scattering [94, 95, 96] and shadowgraphy [97, 98].

HHG from plasmas to be considered an alternative to the conventionally used gas

targets for developing a promising source for the generation of short-wavelength

ultra-short pulses for various applications [56, 99, 100, 101]. Initial works on HHG

from plasma were carried out by focusing a high power intense radiation on to a

target which produced energetic photons from ablation of the target via light-matter

interaction [102]. The capability of generating high density plasmas, ability to vary

excitation conditions and the advantage of no fundamental limitations motivated

the scientific community to revive HHG from plasma experiments after 2004. Alkali

metals such as lithium (Li+), sodium (Na+) and pottassium (K+) were employed

by Y. Akiyama et al. in the initial experiments [103] due to their high Ip. A sub-

picosecond KrF excimer laser (20 ns, 200 mJ, intensity 109 W/cm2) was focused

onto the surface of an alkali metal to generate the plasma and another sub-ps KrF

excimer laser (6 mJ, 500 fs, intensity∼ 2× 1015 W/cm2) was focused into the plasma

at a distance ∼ 1 mm above the target surface. H 19 (13.1 nm) from Na+, H 17 (14.6

nm) from Li+ and H 13 (19.1 nm) from K+ were observed in these experiments.

Following the success of the above experiment, many experiments were conducted

experiments using boron, carbon, titanium, copper, tungsten and lead [104] with

the experimental conditions and the laser parameters similar to those used in [103].

Harmonics up to H 21 (11.8 nm) were observed from lead, which was higher than

the previous result. Experiments repeated later in 1995 [105] using Na+ and K+

ions in a LPP produced harmonics as high as H 27 (29.4 nm), which was not as high

as expected. In 2005, extensive research was undertaken in HHG from LPP and

this led to many interesting results such as enhancement of particular harmonics

using LPP, attaining double plateau region in the HHG spectrum and many more

interesting outcomes, which were not previously observed [15, 14, 3, 106]. Extensive

research activities thereafter led to an Ecut−off of ∼ 157 eV from Mn2+, i.e. H 101

of 800 nm input beam with an efficiency of ∼ 10−4 [107], which is the maximum

efficiency achieved from plasma sources until now. Defocussing of the driving pulse

by the plasma, leading to the phase mismatch has been a big problem faced by the

researchers working towards enhancing the efficiency of the harmonic generation,

as well as increasing the Ecut−off . Popmintchev et al. in 2015 demonstrated an

improvement in Ecut−off of the harmonics by using a highly ionized (ionized to 5+)

Ar gas media demonstrating that the ionization induced defocussing of the laser

pulse was not a limitation to phase matching [62]. This experiment demonstrated
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that highly charged ions are potential medium for the generation of coherent short-

wavelength radiation with a greater efficiency as well as an increased Ecut−off .

HHG experiments with plasmas are generally carried out in two different schemes:

the orthogonal scheme and the longitudinal scheme [108] shown in figure 1.8. In

Figure 1.8: Two different schemes, i. e. (a) orthogonal scheme and (b) longitu-
dinal scheme adopted for HHG from plasmas. The figure is adapted from [108].
In the figure, T is the target, L1, L2 are the focusing lenses, TFP is thin film
polariser, PSP is the picosecond pulse, FSP is the femtosecond pulse and FSP +

HOH is the femtosecond pulse and the high-order harmonics.

the orthogonal scheme, a part of the uncompressed pulse from the laser is used to

generate plasma and after a certain delay the fs radiation is focused into the plasma

generated to drive harmonics. In the longitudinal scheme, a sub-ns pulse is used

to generate plasma from a target material and a second fs pulse is directed parallel

to the first pulse and passed through the plasma to generate harmonics. Most of

the experiments revived afterwards used the orthogonal scheme mentioned above

to generate the harmonics [15, 109, 14, 106]. Since the characteristics of a LPP

which is profoundly dependent on the laser parameters (energy, wavelength and

pulse duration), material properties and properties of the environment to which

the plasma expands [71, 110], various parameters could be tuned to obtain an

optimal plasma for the generation of harmonics. The availability of wide range of

materials for generating plasma, possibility of plasma to be used as an excellent

nonlinear medium for HHG and no fundamental limitations on the medium for the

generation of harmonics has led the community to move forward in this direction.
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Today research focusing on achieving higher conversion efficiency, increasing the

photon energy and enhancing the phase matching condition are carried out [16].

The major limitations of using plasma sources for HHG are defocussing of the fs

beam by the electrons in the plasma, low efficiencies (10−7 to 10−6), generation of

low order harmonics, larger phase mismatch, self defocussing and self modulation

etc.. A significant investment of manpower as well as resources for the utilization

of such a potential medium has been made owing to the potential increase in the

cut-off and HHG energy.

1.3.3 Applications of LPP and HHG

Plasmas are widely employed in various applications as in plasma processing of

semiconductors, sterilization of medical components, electrical energy from fusion,

pollution control and removal of hazardous chemicals, surface processing, vacuum

processing, material analysis and many more [111, 112, 81]. The LPP, which is

more of our interest, is used for the generation of UV and EUV sources [113],

generating X-Ray sources [114], pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [115], nano particle

and nano-cluster synthesis [116], wake-field acceleration [117, 118], laser-induced

breakdown spectroscopy [119] and isotopic analysis [120]. Among these, the recent

advancements are the use of LPP’s for HHG wherein the generated harmonics are

employed for generating attosecond pulse trains as well as isolated attosecond pulses

[56], probing dissociation dynamics of molecules [99], to create table-top X-ray

sources for their use in coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) [100] and creation of sub-

fs pulses for probing electronic structures in atoms and molecules [101]. HHG based

sources are assessed to be a very promising for the future ultra compact sources of

coherent radiation in the XUV, soft X-ray and even X-ray spectral regions.

1.4 Thesis Outline

This thesis contains the results obtained from optimizing LPP’s for HHG applica-

tions. The thesis is divided into 6 Chapters which are as follows:
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Chapter 1: Introduction. This chapter gives an introduction to the project,

a brief description of all the basic phenomena and background required to un-

derstand the project and the results that follow.

Chapter 2: Experimental Set up. The experimental apparatus includ-

ing the laser and other instruments used to collect the data presented are

presented in this chapter.

Chapter 3: characterisation of aluminium plasma. The important

results obtained while optimizing Al LPP for HHG applications, which are

published in [121] and [61], are explained in this chapter.

Chapter 4: characterisation of Chromium Plasma. The important

results obtained on spatio-temporally optimizing Cr plasma are presented in

this chapter. These are published in [76] and [72].

Chapter 5: Generation of X-rays from plasmas. The angle resolved X-

ray measurements of emissions from LPP’s generated from metals and their

alloys are presented here. This chapter also contains the preliminary results

from the HHG beam line constructed during this project which is ready for

further measurements.

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future scope. This chapter concludes the

thesis and provides an overview of future experiments.



Chapter 2

Experimental set up

Coherent EUV sources based on HHG have became a tool for basic and applied re-

search including attosecond pulse generation, high precision metrology and applied

microscopy. HHG based sources provide excellent temporal coherence and shorter

pulse durations such that investigation of the dynamics of bound-electron as well

as the measurement and control of correlated systems is feasible. However, these

sources are challenged to produce large photon flux per pulse and their extension

to reach shorter wavelengths. The research in this thesis has the aim of producing

a plasma based HHG system for the purpose of the development of a table-top

coherent EUV source extending the cut-off and hence energy of HHG radiation.

LPP’s are the best choice in this category[14, 15]. LPP sources must be charac-

terised as phase matching is crucial for the process of HHG. As part of developing

such systems, this thesis focuses on the generation, characterisation and optimisa-

tion of LPP and the construction/assembly of EUV detection systems. Systems for

HHG from LPP are constructed in the laboratory from a combination of custom-

built and commercially available instruments and optical elements. This chapter

describes the necessary instrumentation involved in realizing the experiment such as

the laser systems, vacuum systems, detectors and other important factors. Figure

2.1 outlines the general layout of the experiments described in this thesis.

22
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the experiment used in the measurements detailed
in this thesis and any change from this scheme is mentioned in the respective

section.

2.1 The laser system

Investigation on LPP for the optimisation of ionized species in the plume has been

performed with the help of nanosecond and femtosecond laser systems. While a

Nd: YAG pumped Ti: Sapphire laser systems is employed for LPP experiments at

Griffith University (GU), ns LPP experiment (for generating highly ionized plasma)

is conducted using an Nd:YAG laser in collaboration with the Raman Research

Institute (RRI), Bangalore, India. The details of these laser systems are discussed

below.

Experiments on the picosecond LPP are conducted using the uncompressed pulses

from a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire laser (Quantronix Corporation) consisting of a Kerr

lens mode-locked [24, 25, 122] Ti: Sapphire oscillator (Ti-Light), mutli-pass CPA

and a pair of grating compressor. Ti-Light (see figure 2.2) produces ∼ 25 fs, 80

MHz mode-locked pulse trains centered around 800 nm having energy 3-4 nJ/pulse

[123]. These mode-locked pulses are stretched to ∼ 60 ps in the stretcher section of

the amplifier such that different frequencies are amplified individually upon passing
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Figure 2.2: The femtosecond oscillator consists of diode pumped frequency
doubled continuous wave (CW) Nd: YVO4 green pump laser (Colibri) which

pump the Ti:sapphire crystal in the oscillator.

though the Nd:YAG pumped Ti:Sapphrire crystal. 1 kHz from the 80 MHz pulse

train are selected after the first 4 passes and further amplified with another 4 passes

through the same crystal before the double pass power amplification in the second

crystal in Odin II [31, 124]. These pulses are then compressed using a grating

pair compressor such that ∼ 40 fs laser pulses with a maximum energy ∼ 3.2 mJ

at ∼ 800 nm are obtained. Figure 2.3 gives the layout of Odin II and a detailed

description can be found elsewhere [123]. The light pulses have an energy of ∼ 5

mJ after the CPA amplification stages. Prior to compression, the output light from

the amplifier is divided into two arms using a 30:70 beam splitter, with one arm

having an uncompressed ∼ 60 ps, ∼ 800 nm, ∼ 1 mJ laser pulses. The second beam

path has the remaining 70% which is compressed to produce ∼ 40 fs, ∼ 2 mJ pulses

which can be used for creating HHG.

A number of LPP experiments mentioned in chapter 3, chapter 4 and chapter 5 are

performed at the Ultrafast and Nonlinear Optics Laboratory (UNO Lab) at RRI.

The laser used in these experiments has slightly different parameters than the above

mentioned laser and consisted of an ultrafast oscillator (Tsunami, Spectra Physics)

and a CPA based regenerative amplifier (TSA-10, Spectra Physics) generates 100

fs, ∼ 800 nm, ∼ 10 mJ laser pulses at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The amplifier is

optically pumped with the help of a ns Nd:YAG laser (Quanta Ray, Spectra Physics)

which can operate independently as mentioned in the ns LPP experiments (Refer

Chapter 3). This allows the realization of experiments using 100 fs, uncompressed
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Figure 2.3: The Odin-II amplifier system delivers ∼ 60 ps and ∼ 40 fs. BS
represents the 30:70 (30% reflecting and 70% transmitting) cube beam splitter
placed inside the amplifier prior to the compression section to extract picosecond

pulses for plasma generation.

300 ps and 7 ns (at 1064 nm or 532 nm) lasers at UNO Lab. The details of the

components of the laser system in the UNO Lab are available elsewhere [125, 63].

2.2 Vacuum systems and the solid target manip-

ulator

Expansion of LPP to its surroundings (which can be either vacuum or nitrogen

ambient) changes its nature due to collisional interaction within the plasma as well

as with its surrounding. Hence the nature of the ambient pressure is important in

these experiments. This control has been achieved with the help of a custom made

cylindrical vacuum chamber as shown in figure 2.1. The height of the chamber is

∼ 53 cm with an outer diameter of ∼ 65.5 cm and inner diameter of ∼ 59 cm.

The chamber consists of six 6” CF view ports and one of these is situated on

the chamber lid allowing observation from the top of the chamber. Also, ten 23
4
”

CF ports (6 on the walls of the chamber and 4 on the lid) is available for other

access. A turbo molecular pump (Turbo-V450 A, Varian) backed by a roughing

pump maximum speed off 400 l/min (Pfeiffer Duo 20 M, Pfeffier Vacuum GmBh)

is capable of pumping the chamber down to 10−6 Torr. While a convection pressure

gauge (TPR 280, Pfeiffer Vacuum) measures rough vacuum pressure level, a hot
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Figure 2.4: The vacuum chamber and experimental set up at the Griffith Uni-
versity. (a) Front view of the vacuum chamber, optical emission spectroscopy
set up and gas delivery line for the HHG experiments and (b) Back view of the

experimental set up showing the EUV beam line and EUV spectrometer.

filament ionization gauge is used to measure lower pressures ∼ 10−3 Torr until

10−7 Torr. The nitrogen ambient pressure inside the vacuum chamber is controlled

through a needle valve and a regulator. Further, an XUV beam line is built in

the direction of the femtosecond beam path; which is also maintained at a pressure

of ∼ 10−6 Torr and isolated using gate valve (GV-1500V, MDC Vacuum products

LLC, USA) from the generation chamber and the XUV spectrometer chamber. This

vacuum line is pumped using another turbo molecular pump backed by a roughing

pump for differential pressure and the XUV spectrometer side is pumped using a

hybrid turbo pump (HiCube 80 Eco, Pfeiffer vacuum). The front and back view of
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the experimental set up involving the vacuum chamber, XUV beam line and plasma

diagnostics are given in figure 2.4. A filter wheel mount which can accommodate

four metallic XUV filters (Zr, Al) of 0.1 µm thickness is also included to filter away

the residual IR laser beam as well as to get rid of the unwanted components from

the HHG beam.

In order to optimise the spatio-temporal plume position for devising plasma for its

applications, the target is mounted on to a XYZ translation stage. This provides

precise alignment of the irradiation position on the target; most importantly to ad-

just the focal position of on the target, to ensure that the HHG driving laser pulse

focuses at the spatio-temporally optimised plasma plume position and to avoid ir-

radiation from the pit formed by the previous irradiation. A custom made target

holder capable to hold three 15 mm × 50 mm × 3 mm targets as shown in fig-

ure 2.5, supports the feasibility of measurements without breaking the vacuum and

moving any components physically. A vacuum compatible target holder mount is

Figure 2.5: (a) Target holder capable of mounting only one target at a time
and (b) Target holder designed to mount three targets at a time.

fabricated [126] and modified later such that it holds three targets each of which

are ∼ 5 cm long, < 1 cm wide and 0.5 cm thick and ideal for proposed HHG exper-

iments. Three vacuum compatible linear translation stages with a freedom of 150

mm (UTS150PPV6), 100 mm (UTS100PPV6) and 50 mm (UTS50PPV6) are assembled

such that the 100 mm stage translates in the femtosecond laser irradiation direc-

tion (z direction), 150 mm stage in the direction perpendicular to the femtosecond

laser (x direction) and the 50 mm stage in the vertical direction (y direction) as

given in figure 2.5. The translation stages are controlled external to the vacuum

chamber using a 3 - axis motion controller (ESP301, Newport) via LabView [127].
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To test the HHG detection system, a gas delivery system was constructed in-situ

Figure 2.6: Gas delivery system for HHG measurements. Inset: Needle to
produce “gas puffs” inside the vacuum chamber attached to the target mount.

with the old target holder system. The gas delivery system consists of a needle valve

(SS-42GS4, Swagelock), a sealed metering valve (SS-4BMG-TW, Swagelock Company)

and a pressure gauge (122AA-00100AB, MKS Instruments Inc.) to regulate the pres-

sure in the tube which is connected to a syringe needle of 500 µm diameter. Figure

2.6 shows the gas delivery system for the HHG measurements. The pressure gauge

is connected to a calibrated multimeter (QM1535, Digitech) to monitor the pressure

before the needle valve during HHG experiments. The vacuum systems used for

conducting experiments at RRI are presented elsewhere [125] and is given in figure

2.7.

2.3 Detection Systems

As previously discussed, various important detection systems are necessary for the

measurements presented in this thesis including energy/power meter, auto correla-

tors, fast photodiode, CCD cameras, spectrometers (both EUV/XUV and Visible),

ICCD cameras, and Microchannel plate (MCP) with phosphor screen. The fast me-

chanical shutter and 0.7% reflection picked by a Si-PIN fast photodiode (ET-2030,

Electro Opic Technology Inc., USA (refer to the element “PD” in figure 2.1), having
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Figure 2.7: The vacuum chamber and experimental set up at the Raman Re-
search Institute. The vacuum chamber, optical emission spectroscopy set up con-
sisting of the Andor spectrograph and ICCD and the computers used to acquire

data are shown here.

a rise time of ∼ 300 ps) are used to select the number of pulses from the 1 KHz

pulse train and to synchronize the detection instruments respectively. A 12-bit CCD

beam profiler (BC106N-VIS, Thorlabs Inc., USA) is used to measure the beam waist

before and after the experiments and a power meter (Gentec UP19-15S-W5-D0 with

Gentec Solo 2) monitors the energy fluctuations of the laser. Using the beam pro-

filer, the focal spot of the femtosecond beam is found to be astigmatic with X =

46.12 µm and Y = 85.59 µm and the focal spot of the picosecond beam is measured

to be X = 80.68 µm and Y = 78.43 µm. A Frequency Resolved Optical Gating

technique (FROG) is employed for the pulse duration measurements (described in

section 2.3.1). LPP generated using the laser systems is characterised by employing

the non-invasive OES and time-resolved plume imaging. Although, a high resolution

spectrograph equipped with an ICCD is used for carrying out the OES measure-

ments, the ICCD is independently used for time-resolved plasma plume imaging.

While, Princeton Instruments spectrograph and ICCD combination is used for

the plasma diagnostics at the GU, an Andor spectrograph and ICCD is used at

RRI. Also, angle resolved X-ray emission measurements from the plasma plumes

has been carried out using Cd-Te detector and these measurements are detailed in

Chapter 5. In addition to this, harmonics generated by the interaction of femtosec-

ond pulses with gas/plasma are detected using a home made XUV spectrometer.

A USB CCD camera (Thorlabs Inc.) equipped with a C-mount television lens

(Cosmicar, Japan) is used to monitor interior of the vacuum chamber during HHG
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experiments.

2.3.1 Optical Autocorrelator

Optical autocorrelation is the technique [128, 129, 130] used to measure the pulse

duration and phase of ultrashort light pulses. Though there are various intensity and

E-field based autocorrelation techniques available, the extraction of the phase of the

pulse in the temporal and spectral domain is difficult. This can be more challenging

Figure 2.8: FROG trace of the femtosecond pulse acquired using the
GRENOUILLE. Pulse duration is measured to be ≈ 37 fs.

when the pulse has spatio-temporal distortions. Therefore in our experiments, a bet-

ter, robust and simpler FROG [131, 132] from Swamp Optics, the GRENOUILLE

(GRating Eliminated No-nonsense Observation of Ultrashort Incident Laser Light

E-fields), is employed for the pulse duration measurements. Using GRENOUILLE

Model 8-20-USB, the phase and pulse intensity in spectral and temporal domain

can be estimated using the retrieval algorithm along with the two most important
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spatio-temporal distortions. The advantage of such unit is that it is quite simple

and compact device and does not require any alignment. GRENOUILLE has a Fres-

nel biprism to split the input laser pulse in two and then recombine the two pulses

(automatically aligned in space and time) in a thick SHG crystal. This thick crystal

gates one pulse with the other and also spectrally resolves the gated pulse thereby

yielding a spectrogram of the pulse. Since the spatio-temporal distortions in the

pulse introduce characteristic distortions in the measured spectrogram, the instru-

ment is also capable of measuring the two most important such pulse distortions;

i.e, the spatial chirp and pulse-front tilt which are present in most of the ultrashort

pulses. The GRENOUILLE Model 8-20-USB can measure a single ultrashort pulse or

a train of pulses with high-repetition-rate with central wavelength ranging from 700

nm to 1100 nm and pulses of duration from 20 fs to 200 fs with an added advantage

that it is less expensive than most autocorrelators. Using the GRENOUILLE, the

pulse duration of the femtosecond laser pulses used for the HHG experiments at the

GU is found to be ≈ 37 fs (see figure 2.8).

2.3.2 Spectrograph and ICCD

A 500 mm spectrometer, SP2558, Princeton Instruments consisting of a triple

grating turret outfitted with two gratings (1800 lines/mm, 500 nm blaze and 600

lines/mm, 300 nm blaze respectively) and an Al-coated mirror is used for measure-

ments at GU. The spectrograph and ICCD (Pi: MAX 1024f, 1024 × 1024× 1024,

13.3 µm pixel) combination provide a bandwidth of 9 nm and 40 nm using 1800

lines/mm and 600 lines/mm gratings respectively with a maximum resolution of ∼
0.03 nm. Pi:MAX 1024f camera has a fast gating option that allows the measure-

ment of events with a temporal resolution as low as 2 ns up to a repetition rate of

1 MHz at a lower insertion delay of ∼ 25 ns after the trigger. The spectrometer

covers a range of 200 nm to 750 nm. Measurements recorded and a part of the

data analysis has been performed using the LightField 5, 64-bit software involv-

ing complex timing sequences, gate scanning etc. On the other hand, a 750 mm

spectrograph SR750-D1 fitted with a triple grating turret with two gratings (1200

lines/mm, 500 nm blaze and 2400 lines/mm, 300 nm blaze) with a bandwidth of 13

nm and 5 nm respectively and an Al coated mirror combined with DH334T-18U-E3

ICCD from Andor Technologies PLC with a maximum resolution better than ∼
0.03 nm is used for OES and plasma plume imaging measurements at RRI. The
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minimum possible gate width is 2 ns with an insertion delay of 19 ns and the spec-

trometer covers a wavelength range from 200 nm to 850 nm. The data acquisition

is performed using the Andor Solis software.

2.3.3 XUV spectrometer

A custom made XUV spectrometer is used [133] to record the harmonics generated

from the gas jet/plasma. The XUV/EUV spectrometer is housed in a ∼ 50 cm

long ∼ 35 cm high, height adjustable stainless steel (SS) vacuum chamber con-

sisting of a fixed ∼ 200 µm wide entrance slit (S200R, Thorlabs), a gold coated

planar grating and a MCP-phosphor assembly to detect the diffracted XUV/EUV

photons that fall on the MCP. A hybrid vacuum pump (HiCube 80 Eco DN 63,

Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH, Germany) is used to achieve a vacuum of 10−6 Torr for

the normal operation of the MCP. A convection pressure gauge CVT-275-KF25,

Duniway, and an ion gauge are used to measure pressure up to 10−3 Torr and from

10−4 to 10−7 respectively. Energy range from 25 eV to 75 eV (with 1200 g/mm

(8359-120R-0, McPherson Inc., USA)) and from 50 eV to 150 eV (2400 g/mm

(8359-0999-0, McPherson Inc., USA)) at a blaze angle 5.2◦ can be measured using

this spectrometer depending on the requirement. The XUV beam falling on the

grating is diffracted on to the MCP (BOS-75, Beam imaging Solutions, USA) fixed

on the image plane of the grating. BOS-75 consists of a 75 mm diameter active area

MCP and a P-43 phosphor screen assembly which is attached to a 8.00” (203 mm)

conflat (CF) flange with a glass view port. Electrical connections to the phosphor

screen and MCP are made with MHV feed through. A high voltage power supply

(Matsusada, Precision Inc.) capable of providing high voltages up to 5 kV is used

to deliver the working voltages for MCP and the phosphor screen. A calibrated

micrometer is connected to this high voltage power supply unit to monitor irregu-

larities in the supplied voltage. The fluorescence appearing on the phosphor screen

is captured using a CCD or an ICCD.

2.3.4 X-Ray and Gamma Ray Spectrometer

X-123CdTe (Amptek) X-ray and Gamma Ray spectrometer is employed to measure

the angle resolved X-ray emissions from the LPP which is detailed in Chapter 5.
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It is a compact, low power, high performance, and simple to operate system which

combines Amptek’s standard, high performance X-ray spectroscopy components:

the XR-100CdTe detector and preamplifier, DP5 digital pulse processor, a multi

channel analyzer (MCA), and PC5 power supply in a single package [125].

2.4 Conclusion

The instrumentation used for the experiments explained in this thesis are detailed

in this chapter. A general layout of the experimental set up is provided and any

changes to this experimental layout are discussed in detail in the respective sections

of the related chapters.



Chapter 3

Optimisation of aluminium plasma

3.1 Overview of the experiments

The spatio-temporal characterisation of highly ionized Al plasmas generated by

picosecond as well as nanosecond pulses using the OES [71, 134] and plume imaging

[75, 134] techniques are detailed in this chapter. While ns LPPs are optimised

spatio-temporally for Al III or Al IV using time-resolved OES, with irradiation

energy as the control parameter, SP and DP irradiation schemes are adopted to

investigate and to control the plasma properties for picosecond irradiations.

As discussed in chapter 1, fs pulses are focused into a non-linear medium such

as noble gas/plasma to generate the high-order harmonics and the process can be

explained via the simple three-step model [44, 15, 135] as described in the section

1.3.1. From this model, Ecut−off u ~ωmax = Ip+3.17Up, where ωmax is the maximum

angular frequency and Up ∝ Iλ2 [15, 136, 137]. As described in Chapter 1, Ecut−off

can be increased by increasing the I and/or λ. However, there are limitations in

either case [60] and a plausible way to extend the cut-off of the harmonics is to

use a medium having large Ip, i.e. a highly ionized medium such as laser driven

micro-plasmas [109, 138, 15], instead of the widely used gas sources.

From the experiments described in this chapter, charged species as high as Al IV

are detected in the plasma when irradiated at sufficiently high energies/fluences.

An Al plasma plume rich in Al IV (Al3+ ion) has an ionization potential of ∼ 120

eV, whereas that for Al III it is ∼ 28.44 eV. Such a micro-plasma can theoretically

34
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the top view of the experimental setup for the gen-
eration of picosecond laser plasma from solid Al target at 10−6 Torr nitrogen
pressure. Plume imaging and optical emission spectroscopy measurements are
carried out for characterizing the plasma plume. The delay stage in this experi-

mental set up is different from the ones given in chapter 2 and 3.

extend the Ecut−off [109, 138, 15] ∼ 1.07 keV using Al IV and ∼ 0.98 keV using

Al III, when irradiated using 800 nm, 30 fs laser pulses with an intensity ∼ 8 ×
1015 W/cm2. Since the LPP’s are dynamic in their nature and their properties vary

transiently in space and time, the spatio-temporal characterisation of the features of

such highly ionized plasmas are essential. Experimental details given in this chapter

can be found in [121] and [61].

3.2 Experimental set up

Although the experimental layout is as detailed in Chapter 2, the experiments with

picosecond and nanosecond LPPs are carried out at two different laboratories and

hence the experimental set up is slightly different. The set up used to generate and

characterize the picosecond and nanosecond LPP’s are given in figure 3.1 and figure

3.2 respectively. The delay path set up for the DP measurements of the picosecond

plasmas is slightly different from the one given in figure 2.1 as well as in the figure

4.1. 60 ps, 800 nm laser pulses operating at 1 kHz from the Odin II (Quantronix)
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laser system are focused to a spot size of 85 µm on the surface of a 99.99 % pure 50

mm × 50 mm × 3 mm Al target (ACI Alloys Inc, USA) using a 50 cm plano-convex

lens to generate picosecond Al plasma in the SP and DP measurements explained

in this chapter. 7 ns, 1064 nm laser pulses operating at 10 Hz from the Quanta-Ray

Figure 3.2: Schematic of the experimental set up for nanosecond LPP genera-
tion. The figure is adapted from [121].

(Spectra Physics) Nd: YAG laser is focused to a spot size of 400 µm using a 50 cm

plano-convex lens to generate the nanosecond LPP. Both experiments are carried

out in nitrogen ambient at 10−6 Torr and in single-shot mode by positioning a

fast and synchronized shutter in the beam path. The target is translated ∼ 200

µm and ∼ 500 µm after each irradiation in the picosecond and nanosecond cases

respectively to avoid plasma formation from a previously ablated spot. OES and

plume imaging measurements of the picosecond LPP’s are carried out using the

SP 2558 (Princeton Instruments) spectrograph and the Pi:MAX 1024 f (Princeton

Instruments) ICCD. The spectrograph and ICCD combination has a high spectral

(0.037 nm) and temporal resolution (∼ 2 ns). OES of the ns LPP in the range of

300 nm to 400 nm is recorded using the SR750-D1(Andor) spectrograph equipped

with the DH334T-18E-03 (Andor) ICCD which has a spectral resolution of ∼ 0.025

nm.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

The experiments conducted to tailor the properties of picosecond and nanosecond

LPP’s using OES and plume imaging using ICCD are explained in the following sec-

tion. The abundance of various species in the plasma plume and the hydrodynamics

of the plume are investigated in detail in these experiments.

3.3.1 optimisation of picosecond laser produced aluminium

plasma

Emission spectra from the LPP’s generated by focusing picosecond laser pulses with

a maximum energy ≥ 600 µJ at 10−6 Torr of nitrogen ambient in the range of 300

nm to 500 nm are analyzed to find the abundance of various species in the plume.

Figure 3.3: (a) Optical emission spectra of a picosecond laser produced Al
plasma with respect to the position in the plasma plume. (b) The relative in-
tensity of emission from various species and (c) linewidth of the emission lines
mentioned in (a). Figure (b) and (c) are adapted from [61]. The error bars
are calculated using the standard deviation of the multiple measurements of this
experiment and this is followed throughout the thesis unless otherwise specified.

SP experiments are carried out to find the evolution of various species with respect
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to the distance from the target surface in the plume expansion direction. The

measurements are repeated to fix a position where all the detected species co-exist

with an observable emission intensity (lEI) for the rest of the OES measurements.

Evolution of lEI and linewidth (δλ) along the expansion direction are given in figure

3.3 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The experiments are carried out for a gate delay

(td, also termed as time delay) of 30 ns, gate width (tw, also termed as integration

time) of 500 ns and for 500 accumulations. Emission from Al I, Al II and Al III are

identified from the spectrum by comparing it with the the NIST [78] database and

they are given in the table 3.1. Emission from Al I, Al II and Al III are observed

until ∼ 4 mm away from the target surface. Al III emissions have larger spatial

extent (∼ 7.5 mm) compared to Al I and Al II (∼ 4 mm), which can be attributed

to the generation of faster species via non-thermal processes. Emission intensity

of Al I is greater than that of Al II and Al III until ∼ 2 mm, beyond which it

increases for Al III and correspondingly Al I and Al II decreases. δλ obtained by

fitting Lorentzian function to the emission lines is used to calculate the number

density of the plasma plume. δλ of Al II and Al III are slightly more than that of

Table 3.1: Observed line emissions (in nm) from various species in the picosec-
ond laser produced Al plasma

Species Al I Al II Al III
308.21 358.65 360.16
309.27 371.32 361.23

Wavelength (nm) 394.40 370.21
396.15 414.99

447.98
451.25
452.89

Al I. The large δλ of Al II and Al III is attributed to the line broadening caused

due to the presence of more charged species (i.e, more number density of charged

species) in the plasma plume closer to the target surface. While δλ of Al I decreases

until ∼ 2 mm and then slightly increases thereafter, δλ of Al II remains relatively

constant throughout its existence with larger error bars. However, Al III has a

slightly different evolution pattern compared to Al I and Al II. It is observed that

the δλ of Al III is detectable from distances ≥ 1 mm from the target surface and

it gradually decreases until ∼ 2 mm, beyond which the δλ shows a constant value.

Interestingly Al III persists to larger distances than Al I and Al II species in the
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Figure 3.4: Optical emission spectra of the picosecond laser produced Al plasma
with respect to Ei for (a) Al I emissions, (b) Al II emissions and (c) Al III
emissions. The variation in (d) emission intensity and (e) linewidth as a function
of the irradiation energy. Linewidth is calculated using Lorentzian fit to the

emission lines.

plume. The larger error bars on δλ of Al II, prolonged persistence of Al III and

the oscillation in the δλ of Al I could be attributed to the presence of enhanced

collisions in the plasma plume. From these measurements, a spatial position ∼ 1
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mm is fixed for further measurements since all species co-exist with a measurable

δλ.

Figure 3.5: Optical emission spectra recorded for SP and DP schemes at td
= 70 ns and tw = 500 ns with 500 accumulations for each spectra. In the DP
measurements, the pulse delay is ∼ 800 ps and the energies in the first (E1) and
second (E2) pulses are noted in the legends. Emission intensity is normalized
using the maximum recorded intensity in SP case. The figure is slightly modified

from the Fig.1 (a) of the publication in the reference [61].

At a position ∼ 1 mm away from the target surface, experiments in the SP scheme

are carried out at a td = 30 ns and tw = 500 ns by varying the irradiation energy

(Ei) from 100 µJ to 900 µJ (the corresponding fluences vary from 2.5 J/cm2 to 22.9

J/cm2). OES recorded for various Ei is given in figure 3.4 for (a) Al I, (b) Al II

and (c) Al III respectively. Figure 3.4 (c) and (d) shows the variation of emission
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intensity and δλ obtained from the OES as function of Ei. As mentioned above,

the spectra comprises of emission from Al I, Al II and Al III, confirming that the

plasma is a mix of various species. Emission lines for Al I at 394.40 nm and 396.1

nm, Al II at 358.65 nm and Al III at 447.98 nm, 451.25 nm and 452.89 nm are

used for the analysis of the spectra. Emission from different species is dependent on

the irradiation energies. While only Al I emission is recorded for 100µJ, emission

from both Al I and Al II is visible for Ei ≥ 200 µJ until 500 µJ. For all Ei ≥
500 µJ, Al III emissions are visible along with Al I and Al II, which is consistent

with the previous reports on the dependence of ion yield on laser fluence [139]. The

emission intensity of Al I dominates in all the cases with a rapid increase until 600

µJ and a saturation beyond 600 µJ. Interestingly, the presence of Al III emissions

in the spectra are visible once Al I emission saturate. Even though the emission

intensity of Al II and Al III increases consistently with an increase in energy (as

given in figure 3.4), no highly charged species are identified in the visible regime of

the investigated OES for the given Ei’s, thereby indicating that there is a possibility

of generating higher charged species if Ei is increased further. Variation in the δλ

of the species indicates a negligible/very low variation in the number density in the

plume for a tw = 500 ns. For energies ≥ 600 µJ, a small oscillation in the FWHM

is visible which can be attributed to larger collisions between the various species in

the plume when Ei is increased.

In addition to the SP measurements, DP measurements are also carried out to

understand the occurrence of various species in the plasma plume. These measure-

ments are carried out for a fixed inter-pulse delay (τp) ∼ 800 ps, Ei = 600 µJ, for a

td =70 ns and tw = 500 ns. Ei is divided into E1 (energy in the first path) and E2

(energy in the second path, denoted in the legends of the figure 3.5) for the DP ex-

periments and the spectra obtained in OES is given in the figure 3.5. Similar to the

SP scheme, the spectra comprises of Al I, Al II and Al III with detectable emission

intensities. Even though the emission intensities of Al I decrease in the DP case

with respect to that in the SP, it is observed that the emission from ions slightly

increases, especially when E1 ≤ E2. Further, effect of DP on the plume dynam-

ics was also investigated; which would be discussed subsequently in the following

paragraphs.

Further, measurements are repeated at a spatial position ∼ 1 mm from the target

surface for various tw’s and td’s in order to get an insight on the abundance of species
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Figure 3.6: (a) Emission intensity and (b) linewidth measured as a function of
different td and tw at 10−6 Torr for Ei ≥ 600 µJ. It is clear from this figure that
the plasma consists of more emission from Al III at earlier stages of the plume
expansion. Error bars of some data points are smaller than the indicated data
and hence cannot be recognized. This is a modified version of the figure presented

in [121].

in the plume at earlier stages of plume expansion. The variation in the emission

intensity and δλ obtained from the spectra with respect to td, tw is given in figure

3.6. The plasma consists of mainly the ionized species for td = 40 ns and thereafter

it is a mix of Al I, Al II, and Al III for td ≤ 60 ns, beyond which emission from Al I

begins to emanate. Larger emission intensity and δλ of ionized species in the early

stages of plasma expansion ∼ 60 ns after irradiation before recombination starts.

The emission from ionized species is visible until 150 ns for energies ≥ 600 µJ,

beyond which only Al I is dominant. Therefore, it can be understood that longer tw
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for the experiments would show more emissions from Al I even though other species

are also present in the earlier stages of the plume expansion.

Figure 3.7: Dynamics of the plasma plume measured for SP scheme with various
tds and tw = 10% of the td. (A) SP scheme with irradiation energies: a) 100 µJ,
b) 200 µJ, c) 300 µJ d) 400 µJ, e) 500 µJ and f) 600 µJ. (B) DP scheme with
energy combinations:a) 100 µJ-500 µJ, b) 200 µJ-400 µJ, c) 300 µJ-300 µJ d)
400 µJ-200 µJ, e) 500 µJ-100 µJ and (f) SP scheme with 600 µJ. The dimension
of each image in this figure is 2 cm × 1.5 cm. This figure is adapted from [61].
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As shown in figure 3.5 and its explanation thereafter, plume imaging have been

carried out for various td’s up to 500 ns starting from 40 ns with tw = 10% of td for

both SP and DP schemes to investigate the the plume dynamics. In the SP scheme,

Ei is varied from 100 µJ to 600 µJ whereas in DP, E1 is varied to investigate the

morphological modification of the plume. The collinear DP scheme (DP1) as well as

DP scheme with the pulses irradiating the target surface at slightly separated (∆x)

spatial points (DP2) are adopted here for the DP measurements. Figure 3.7(A)

shows SP measurements for various Ei at a) 100 µJ, b) 200 µJ, c) 300 µJ d) 400

µJ, e) 500 µJ and f) 600 µJ. For Ei = 100 µJ, the plume is intense with counts

per pixel increasing initially with time, decreasing soon after and dilutes eventually

to the surrounding after it has reached a certain distance from the target surface

(namely, the plume length1 and it is denoted as lLPP ). lLPP in this case approaches

∼ 4.3 mm in ∼ 110 ns. Only one peak/component observed in the plasma plume

for Ei = 100 µJ with negligible expansion for the measurement parameters. The

hottest spot, i.e, the point in the plume at which the maximum emission occur, is

observed to stay at the same spatial point ∼ 1.5 mm above the target surface for

td = 40 ns until the plume gets diluted. On increasing Ei to 200 µJ, the plume

exhibits two peaks/components, namely the fast and slow peaks. While fast and

slow components are measured to have equal emission counts for their peaks at

earlier times of expansion, their relative emission counts significantly differ at later

time scales. For all energies ≥ 200 µJ, the emission from slow species is stronger

for all measured td’s. Moreover, the emission count increases with energy for both

fast and slow components, which is also evident in the OES measurements given in

figure 3.4. An increase in lLPP is observed when Ei is increased from 100 µJ to 600

µJ which is given in figure 3.8 (a). The shape of the plume changes from cylindrical

to more spherical when Ei is increased from 100 µJ to 600 µJ for SP irradiation.

The emission features for DP1 schemes for various energy combinations such as a)

100 µJ-500 µJ, b) 200 µJ-400 µJ, c) 300 µJ-300 µJ d) 400 µJ-200 µJ, e) 500 µJ-100

µJ are given in figure 3.7 and the plume lengths estimated is given in figure 3.8 (b).

The inter-pulse delay is fixed to ∼ 800 ps since the improvements in ion density has

been previously reported for delays < 1 ns [140]. The plume in DP1 scheme is found

to be entirely different from SP not only in terms of the total emission counts but

also on the morphology of the expanding plume. Precisely, plasma in SP scheme is

1Plume length is calculated using the 1/e2 times the maximum recoded intensity along the
plume expansion direction in the measured plume image cross sections.
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more directional with relatively low lateral expansion as indicated in figure 3.7(A)

resembling a fs LPP [141] whereas, lateral expansion of the plume is evident for DP1

scheme. DP1 scheme generates a spherical plasma plume resembling a ns LPP [141]

even though the process leading to the shape of the plasma is different. The splitting

of the plume into two components, namely the fast and slow components is evident

in both cases though it occurs later, i.e. for larger td’s, in all DP cases compared to

all cases in the SP scheme. This observation implies that the fast emitting species

are mostly either highly charged species or the result of the recombination of the

fastest species traveling at very high velocities.

Figure 3.8: Plume length measured for various tds for the images given in
figure 3.7. The tw in these measurements are 10% of the td and each image is

accumulated 500 times.

This observation is also corroborated to the OES measurements given in figure

3.3; wherein Al III is detected with larger spatial extent in the plasma plume when

compared to Al I and Al II. Therefore, it is inferred that the fast components consist

mostly of species from non-thermal origin whereas the slow component in general

exhibits thermal nature [142]. Emission counts for cases a, b and c in figure 3.7(B)

are higher compared to all other DP1 combination as well as all the cases in the SP

scheme. From these images, lLPP and plume width 2 (wLPP ) are extracted to find

out the aspect ratio (AR, lLPP

wLPP
) of the plume. Numerical value of the AR gives the

information about the shape of the plume and a figure that displays the evolution

of AR with respect to td for both SP and DP cases is given in figure 3.9. While the

shape of the plume changes from cylindrical to more spherical with an increase in

2Plume width is calculated using the 1/e2 values of the maximum counts across the plume
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Figure 3.9: Aspect ratio ( lLPP
wLPP

) as a function of td for SP and DP schemes. In
the DP legends, the numerals denote the energy in the first pulse (E1) and rest of
the energy in the total available Ei is in the second delayed. In the SP case, the
numerals denote the irradiation energy used. It is clear from the graph that DP
100, DP 200 and DP 300 shows more spherical nature, resembling a ns plasma.

Ei for SP, the DP scheme displays a better spherical shape for cases a, b and c of

figure 3.7(B) with an aspect ratio closer to 1 (i.e. 1.4), when compared to all other

cases.

The emission intensity profiles are estimated from the 2-D image of the plasma

plume by averaging the signals over several pixel rows from the recorded images to

get a complementary dataset that yields information similar to optical time-of-flight

(OTOF) measurements [110], except for the fact that the current measurements

provide a convolution of the time-of-flights of all species that move within the plume,

a representative figure of which is shown in figure 3.10. These emission intensity

profiles for different td’s in the SP and DP scheme is fitted using a combination of

Gaussian and shifted Maxwell-Boltzmann (SMB) distribution function [142, 143,

144] (black line in figure) as shown in figure 3.10. The slow species are best fitted

to SMB and the fast species follows Gaussian distribution that corroborate the

previous reports [142]. The emission intensity profiles estimated for all the cases in

SP and DP schemes are given in figures 3.11 and 3.12. The emission intensities of

the fast species are larger compared to its slow counterpart in all DP cases. However,

this is opposite in all SP schemes, i.e, the emission intensities of slow components
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Figure 3.10: The emission intensity profiles estimated by averaging the signals
over several pixel rows from the recorded 2-D plasma plume images to give a
complementary dataset that yields information similar to optical time-of-flight
(OTOF) measurements for SP at (a) 100 µJ and (b) 600 µJ and DP at (c) 500
µJ-100 µJ and (d) 100 µJ-500 µJ. The emission counts are maximum for 100
µJ-500 µJ combination and the black line each data is the SMB fit to the data

points. This figure is adapted from [61].

is larger than that of the fast components.

From these emission intensity profiles, the position at which the maximum of the

distribution of the fast and slow species lies can be found out for a given time. A

position-time graph is plotted shows the propagation of fast and slow components

in the plasma plume for both SP and DP irradiation schemes for both SP and DP as

in Figure 3.13 . The velocities of the fast (Vf ) and slow (Vs) species thus calculated

are given in the table 3.2. It is clear from the table 3.2 that the fast components

in most cases are moving with nearly the same average velocity irrespective of

the irradiation energies except for 100 µJ, where no evidence of the fast species is

detected. However, the Vs increase with an increase in energy for SP. Also, from

the plume dimensions, the lLPP is found to be the same for SP at 600 mJ and for

all DP1 cases (refer to figure 3.8), even though there is a definite change in plume

width. To further understand the effect of DP, the SP at 100 µJ (figure 3.7 A.(a)) is
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Figure 3.11: Emission intensity profile estimated by averaging the signal over
several pixel rows from the recorded 2-D plasma plume images for various ir-
radiation energies in the SP scheme. While a double peak is visible for energy
of irradiation ≥ 200 µJ with larger plume length, 100 µJ shows a single peak
with low emission counts and low spatial expansion. The emission counts corre-
sponding to fast peaks is always less than its slow counterpart in each case. The
emission count is normalized using the maximum emission count in all the data

sets (which is the 100 µJ-500 µJ case in the DP scheme).

compared to the DP at 100 µJ-500 µJ (figure 3.7 B.(a)). In the SP scheme with 100

µJ irradiation, the plasma plume is concentrated along the plume axis for all tw’s.

In 800 ps (which is the τp for the DP1 case), such a plume would expand to ∼ 80
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Figure 3.12: Emission intensity profiles of the plasma generated in the DP
scheme. The profiles in DP scheme is compared to SP at 600 J since the total
energy (E1 + E2) used in DP scheme is 600 µJ. Unlike SP, the emission counts
for slow speaks are always less when compared to its fast counterpart in each
case. The emission counts are normalized using the maximum emission count of
all the data sets (which is the 100 µJ-500 µJ case in the DP scheme). It is clear
that 100 µJ-500 µJ, 200 µJ-400 µJ and 300 µJ-300 µJ cases in the DP scheme
gives the maximum emissions as the second pulse with larger or equal intensity

irradiates the molten surface of the target.

µm from the target surface if the initial velocity is assumed to be ∼ 100 km/s. The

second pulse reaches the pre-formed plasma which is in this condition of the plume

expansion. As soon as the second pulse arrives, the nature of expansion of the plume
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Figure 3.13: Propagation of fast and slow components in time for various irra-
diation energies in (a) SP scheme and (b) DP scheme. A straight line fit to the
data point is used to calculate the average velocity of fast and slow species in the
plasma plume. Data points in the blue rectangular box in (b) is an indication

that the species cannot be well resolved for those measurement conditions.

changes dramatically which is illustrated in the figure 3.14. The irradiation of the

target surface before and after the first pulse reaching the surface is given in Fig.4 (I)

and (II). A plasma is formed by the first pulse and the delayed pulse may interact

with the plasma via inverse bremsstrahlung, a process that depends on number

density and temperature of the plume. The probability of this process is low due to

the lower number density, leading to ineffective shielding of the second pulse from
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Table 3.2: Velocities of fast and slow components in SP and DP irradiation
schemes for picosecond laser produced Al plasma. This table is adapted from

[61].

Energy(µJ) Fast (km/s) slow (km/s)
(Vf ) (Vs)

100 1.41±0.35
200 44.36± 1.28 3.19 ±0.55
300 41.92±1.55 5.22±0.59
400 45.03±1.37 9.42±0.93
500 43.74±1.25 6.19±0.65
600 46.29±0.92 10.50±0.97

100-500 42.99±1.37 7.07±0.80
200-400 37.15±0.69 7.26±0.84
300-300 40.79±1.36 5.68±0.80
400-200 39.74±1.47 4.66±1.22
500-100 45.85±1.52 6.63±1.25

Figure 3.14: Schematic for the plasma generation in DP1 geometry. The first
pulse produces a plasma (II) and the second pulse delayed by 800 ps interacts
with this pre-formed plasma via mechanisms such as (III) laser-plasma, (IV)
laser-target and (V) plasma-plasma interactions. The figure is adapted from [61].

reaching the target surface. This would therefore invoke processes such as: 1) laser-

plasma (Fig.4 (III)), 2) laser-target (Fig.4 (IV)) and 3) plasma-plasma interactions

(Fig.4 (V)). The second plasma generated from the heated pit formed by the first

pulse would then experience the pressure of a dynamic plasma produced by the first

laser pulse. This could be compared to a situation similar to the expansion of a

plasma plume at moderate pressures of ∼ 1 Torr, except that the pressure exerted
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by the pre-formed plasma plume is dynamic in nature and can have a multitude

of interactions when compared to the static ambient pressure. Hence, the two

plasmas can interact with each other, producing shock waves and other possible

collisional interactions, which make the expansion relatively complex. This results

in a plasma plume with larger radial expansion when compared to those in SP cases

due to enhanced collisions and energy exchange processes. The ablation efficiency

from the target surface for cases a to c in DP1 (refer figure 3.7 B (a-c)) is larger

due to the increased ablation efficiency from a heated molten surface. Therefore,

the lateral expansion would be prominent for irradiation schemes wherein E1 ≤ E2

as the possibilities of ablation by the second pulse in these cases are more than the

other DP cases. In general, due to the interaction of neutral and charged species

in the plasma produced by the first pulse and with fast electrons produced by the

second plasma, it is very likely to produce highly charged species in the DP case

which is similar to the situation at larger irradiation energies for the SP scheme.

In addition to the DP1 scheme, DP2 scheme is also employed wherein the target is

irradiated at two spatial points separated by ≈ 700 µm. DP2 shows distinctively

different expansion features when compared to SP and DP1. Figure 3.15 shows the

expansion features of the plasma plume in the DP2 scheme. In this measurement,

two pulses with energy E1 = E2 (such that E1 + E2 = 600 µJ) and with τp =

0 are used. Though an adiabatic expansion of plasma with the existence of two

peaks (fast and slow) is evident in all td’s, the plume expansion in DP2 is found

to have considerable variation in its shape which is due to the interaction of the

two plasmas formed closer to each other. The interaction of two plasmas forms a

collisional plasma such that the plume expansion is confined along the plume axis

leading to a more cylindrical plume with the fast species reaching to larger distances

compared to the SP cases. The plume expansion therefore is more cylindrical and

resembles the expansion features of a fs plasma plume as given in figure 3.15. The

slow peaks are broadened spatio-temporally leaving the possibility for the generation

of nanoparticles at a later stage. From figure 3.15 (b) and (c), Vf and Vs in the

plume for both SP and DP2 cases can be calculated. The Vf in DP2 (46.39 ±
0.94 km/s) is greater than that in SP scheme (36.92 ± 0.71 km/s). This could

be attributed to the collisional interactions between the two plumes which imparts

an extra momentum to the fast species in the plume. However, the Vs is found to

be more or less the same for both cases (6.93 ± 0.67 km/s for DP2 and 6.16 ±
0.40 km/s for SP). A more detailed study on such plasma plumes could lead to the
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Figure 3.15: Plume dynamics of picosecond Al LPP using (a) SP and (b) DP2

schemes with E1 = E2 and τp = 0 ns. Total energy of irradiation is 600 µJ. Each
image is 3 cm × 2cm in size and are acquired in 10 ns steps from td = 30 ns
until 200 ns with 10% of td as tw. Compared to DP1, DP2 resembles a fs plasma
expansion and emission from slow species lasts longer than other cases presented
here. Propagation of (c) fast and (d) slow components in the plasma plume. the
straight line fit is used to find the average velocity of species and it again confirms

that the plasma expands adiabatically.

development of a versatile method which can be used to create more uniform thin

films as the plume is more cylindrical compared to fs plasma.
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3.3.2 optimisation of nanosecond laser produced

aluminium plasma

In addition to the experiments mentioned above, nanosecond laser produced alu-

minium plasma was also characterized with the motivation of devising a nanosecond

LPP for HHG applications. In this experiment, the nanosecond LPP is generated at

an ambient pressure of 10−2 Torr with Ei as the variable parameter. OES is used to

find the variations in the emission from the plasma plume with respect to the change

in Ei. The Al target is irradiated with fluences greater than the threshold fluence

(2.4 J/cm2) [145] to generate a highly ionized plasma. Measurements have been

carried out at a distance of ∼ 0.5mm from the target surface by varying Ei such as

20 mJ, 30 mJ, 40 mJ, 60 mJ, and 85 mJ. The corresponding fluences in each case are

15.92 J/cm2, 23.88 J/cm2, 31.84 J/cm2, 47.76 J/cm2, and 67.66 J/cm2, respectively.

The emission intensity of different species in the plume is monitored as a function

of td for different tw to map their occurrences with time. Figure 3.16 (a) shows a

typical emission spectra recorded for the range of 300 to 400 nm at 3 × 10−2 Torr

pressure for different Ei. The lines observed in these measurements are identified

by comparing it with the NIST [78] and University of Hannover database [79]. The

species corresponding to these emission lines are given in the table 3.3, out of which

a few are selected for analysis. Al I lines at 394.40 nm and 396.15 nm, Al II line

Table 3.3: Observed line emissions (in nm) from various species in the nanosec-
ond LPP. The table is adapted from [121].

Species Al I Al II Al III Al IV
305.00 313.58 360.16 351.75
308.21 331.55 361.23 352.70
309.27 358.70 371.31 354.10

Wavelength (nm) 394.40 365.10 383.17 363.88
396.15 370.32 385.92

373.80
388.43

at 358.70 nm, Al III emissions at 360.16 nm, 361.23 nm, 383.80 nm and 395.92 nm

and Al IV lines at 351.75 nm, 352.70 nm and 354.10 nm are used for the analysis of

the nanosecond Al plasma since they are observed at all the Ei’s used in this exper-

iment. The occurrence of highly charged species is found to critically depend on Ei

and the evolution of various species in time for various energies are given in figure

3.17. The plume is found to be long lived for larger Ei’s. The longer persistence of
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Figure 3.16: (a) Optical emission spectra measured for tw = 50 ns and for a
td = 50 ns for different Ei’s. (b) Evolution of the emission spectra measured for
Ei = 85 mJ. the measurement is carried out for various td and tw as given in
the figure. (c) Lorentzian fit to Al IV emission at 352.70 nm. Lorentzian fit to
the emission lines returns the linewidth (δλ), which aids in the calculation of the

number density (ne) of the plasma plume. The figure is adapted from [121].

different species in the plasma plume is the consequence of such long-lived plasma

plumes [146, 147]. Emission from various species of the plasma is investigated as a

function of time, tL (td + tw) for the respective measurement. At Ei = 20 mJ, the

plume is a mix of Al I, Al II and Al III. Emissions from Al III lasts only for tL ≤
100 ns and major contribution to the emissions in this time scale is from Al II. For

the time scales, 100 ns < tL < 500 ns, the plasma plume is a mix of Al II and Al

I and a decrease in the intensities of Al II is observed along with the evolution of

Al I thereafter. Recombination occurs for tL > 100 ns generating more neutrals in

the plume, thereby depleting the ionized species which leads to more emission from

Al I. When Ei is increased further to 40 mJ, the spectra comprises of emissions

prominently from Al III (at 360.16 nm and 361.23 nm) and Al II (at 358.70 nm) for
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Figure 3.17: (I). Emission intensity of lines corresponding to Al I, Al II, Al III,
and Al IV for different Ei’s indicated in the legends and measured at a distance of
∼ 0.5mm from the target surface. (II). Estimated linewidth for ions and neutrals
for different tw’s for various td’s. The linewidth reduces with expansion i.e, as a
function of td. This is due to the presence of more charged species at the earlier
times which decreases with time. It can also be inferred that linewidth increases
as a function of irradiation energy due to the presence of higher charged states,
which causes a larger broadening of lines and hence, the linewidth. The error
bars are smaller than the indicated data points. The figure is adapted from [121].

tL < 100 ns. Emission from Al I or from the higher charged species are not observed

in this time window. For tL > 150 ns, signals from Al I and Al II are observed, but
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no signal from Al III is visible. This indicates a possible recombination. The plume

generated by Ei = 40 mJ is therefore a mix of Al III and Al II for tL < 100 ns, a

mix of Al II and Al I for 100 ns < tL < 200 ns, and only Al I at tL > 300 ns. The

plasma plume generated by Ei = 60 mJ is quite similar to the plume in Ei = 40 mJ

case, except for the changes in the absolute td’s because the charged species move

faster for larger fluences [146, 148]. However, when Ei is further increased to 85 mJ

(corresponding to a fluence of 68 J/cm2), emission from Al IV species dominates

the spectrum for tL < 100 ns which is an interesting observation when considering

the emission in all other cases of Ei’s mentioned above. Emissions from Al III and

Al II are observed along with Al IV for 100 ns < tL < 150 ns, followed by a mix of

Al III and Al II beyond tL = 150 ns. In contrast to the observation at lower energy

excitations, emission from Al I could only be observed at very later stages (i.e., only

after 10 µs). This therefore implies that a highly ionized plasma is generated at

such high laser fluences.

The δλ values estimated from the Lorentzian fits for various Ei’s and different tL’s

are given in figure 3.17 (II). A sharp decrease in the δλ of various species is observed

for tL < 150 ns and thereafter it is gradual for tL > 150 ns in the measured tw for 20

mJ < Ei < 60. On the other hand, a gradual decrease in δλ with time is observed

for Ei = 85 mJ, which indicates a slower and gradual reduction in the number

density of the plume which signifies a longer plume lifetime [149]. Even though Al

IV dominates the spectrum at for tL < 100 ns for Ei = 85 mJ, weak signals from Al

III and Al II are also observed in this time window. Further detailed measurements

for various tw’s (tw = 5 ns, 10 ns and 20 ns) for a given td = 50 ns reveals that

the lower charged species in the plume are only observed for a tL > 70 ns. Figure

3.18 (a) and (b) gives an idea about the evolution of various species in the plasma

plume for the earlier time scales of the plasma plume expansion. For tL ≤ 70 ns,

the plasma plume only consists of Al IV emissions, beyond which the emission from

lower charged species starts occurring in the plasma plume. It is also observed from

figure 3.18 that the number density of the LPP is maximum for tL = 70 ns and is

nearly constant for tw = 5 ns, 10 ns, and 20 ns in the present studies. Therefore, it

can be concluded that highly ionized Al plasmas (in the initial time scales) can be

generated using a nanosecond laser with energies ≥ 85 mJ at an ambient pressure

of 10−6 Torr of nitrogen.
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Figure 3.18: (a) Emission intensity and (b) Linewidth (δλ) measured for Ei
= 85 mJ recorded for tw < 100 ns for various tw’s and td’s. It is clear that the
plasma contains more Al IV emission in the initial time scales. Error bars are

smaller than the indicated data points.

3.4 Conclusion

Picosecond and nanosecond LPP’s are spatio-temporally optimised using the well

known, non-invasive diagnostic techniques such as the OES and plume imaging

using intensified CCD cameras. OES facilitated the understanding of the abun-

dance of various species in the plasma plume both spatially and temporally for

given experimental parameters, whereas imaging using an ICCD investigated the

hydrodynamics of the plasma plume.

Picosecond laser produced Al plasmas are found to be a mix of Al I, Al II and Al III

at the laser energies ≥ 600 µJ in these experiments. The absence of Al IV species
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for higher irradiation energies are evident in the picosecond LPP investigated here

when compared to the ns LPP. The emission intensity of Al II and Al III increases

consistently with the increase in the irradiation energy, indicating the possibility of

generating Al IV at higher energies, which however, is not possible with the laser

system used in the current experiment. Using the plume imaging, it is demonstrated

that the features of the plasma plume can be governed and modified by using the

double pulse geometry, such that the homogeneity of the plume could be enhanced

in certain cases as mentioned in section 3.3.1. The shape of the plasma plume is

different when the energy of irradiation is increased from 100 µJ to 600 µJ in the

single-pulse scheme. Also, when the energy in the first pulse is less than or equal

to the energy in the second pulse, the shape of the plasma plume is found to differ.

Also, the plasma plume shape considerably varies with respect to the different

irradiation schemes adopted in the measurements presented in this chapter. A

detailed analysis of the laser-plasma, laser-target and plasma-plasma interactions

happening in the double pulse geometry is performed to understand the structural

modifications in the plume. While certain conditions in the DP1 scheme facilitated

the generation of a homogeneous plasma which is useful for applications such as

HHG that demand phase-matching, plume expansion in the DP2 scheme predicted

to favor the generation of nanoparticles at a later stage.

Nanosecond LPP was optimised for generating Al IV in the plume with irradiation

energy as the control parameter. The Al plasma generated at energy and power

density 85 mJ and ∼ 70 J/cm2 respectively, is rich in Al IV species (having IP

∼ 120 eV) for a time window, 50 ns < tL < 70 ns after its generation. Such a

highly ionized medium can be used as a good alternative source for HHG than the

commonly used gas media, if irradiated using a suitable ultra-short pulse as these

highly charged species (i.e, in turn a greater IP ) would overcome the limitation

on the saturation intensity. The results presented in this chapter thus facilitate

the identification of the optimal condition for a highly charged plasma suitable for

the generation of high order harmonics which could significantly extend the cut-off

energy of the HHG radiation beyond what is available today.



Chapter 4

Characterisation of chromium

plasma

4.1 Overview and background

Cr plasma is found to be an effective medium for the generation of attosecond pulses

through the process of HHG [150, 151] with the possibility of an enhancement

of a particular EUV line and generating harmonic order up to ∼ 33 H. Under

controlled experimental conditions, pulses of ∼ 300 as have been reported from

weakly ionized Cr plasmas [151]. In general, neutral-rich (weakly) ionized laser

plasmas offer better phase matching than the conventionally used gas sources due

to the co-existence of both neutrals and ions in the medium [14]. HHG experiments

based on LPP as the source medium routinely use a part of the uncompressed

pulses from the fs amplifier to generate the plasma plume and the compressed pulse

is used to drive the harmonics from the LPP [152, 153]. Cr VI (Cr5+ ions) in the

Cr LPP is capable of theoretically extending the energy cut-off of the HHG to 1.04

keV when irradiated using 40 fs laser pulses and 800 nm wavelength. However, a

high resolution EUV spectrometer would be required to optimise the plasma for

such highly ionized species as the visible spectrometer used in this experiment is

not capable of observing those emission lines. Also, Cr LPP’s have been proven

to increase the brightness of selective EUV lines via resonance enhancement [14],

which is in the direction of the aim of the project. In this context, the experiments

presented in this chapter would be useful for HHG experiments in the future since

60
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optimised LPP conditions are necessary for HHG. The measurements on ps LPP

presented in this chapter bridges the gap between the DP scheme using long ns pulse

and the short fs pulse. This also helps in establishing better synchronization between

the plasma generating pulse (referred to as heating pulses in the context of HHG)

and the HHG driving pulse. The investigation on the plume morphology using

various irradiation schemes provide useful information for experiments including

PLD.

Measurements carried out to control ionized states and morphology of a Cr plasma

generated upon irradiation of ps laser pulses are described in detail in this chapter.

While the changes in the plume morphology upon implementing the SP and DP

schemes is investigated via fast imaging technique, the abundance of different species

constituting the plasma plume is studied by employing conventional time-resolved

OES. The important results can be found in [76] and [72].

4.2 Experiment

Measurements to control the plume morphology and the OES studies on plasma

generated by 60 ps laser pulses are carried out using uncompressed pulses from

the multi-pass amplifier (discussed in section 2.1 and the measurements on LPP

generated by 300 ps laser pulses are carried out using uncompressed pulses from the

regenerative amplifier (mentioned in section 2.1). Plasma is generated by focusing

∼ 60 ps and 300 ps laser pulses with a maximum energy (Ei) 550 uJ and 1 mJ

respectively to a spot size of∼ 80 µm and∼ 90 µm using a 500 mm plano-convex lens

onto a pure Cr (ACI Alloys Inc, USA) target placed in nitrogen ambient pressure.

The fluence used in these measurements are ∼ 18.86 J/cm2 and ∼ 12.74 J/cm2 for 60

ps and 300 ps irradiations respectively, which is well above the threshold fluence [145]

of ∼ 0.43 J/cm2 for Cr. Time-resolved plasma plume imaging measurements are

carried out using ICCD camera with a temporal resolution of ∼ 2 ns. Measurements

are repeated for different td’s with tw fixed at 10% of the td. The time-resolved

optical emission spectra are recorded with two different high-resolution spectrograph

- ICCD combination: SP 2558 and Pi: MAX 1024f (Princeton instruments) with

∼ 0.03 nm resolution and SR750-D1 - DH334T-18U-E3 Andor with ∼ 0.02 nm
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Figure 4.1: (a.) Schematic of the experimental set up for measurements on Cr
plasma. ICCD is used for plume imaging and the combination of a spectrograph
and an ICCD is used for time-resolved optical emission spectroscopy experiments.
(b.) Different irradiation schemes used in the experiment. (b. (i)) represents
the SP scheme, (b.(ii)) represents the collinear DP (DP1) scheme and (b. (iii))
represents the DP scheme wherein the two pulses are separated by a small distance

(DP2).

resolution for 60 ps and 300 ps irradiations respectively1. A fast synchronized

mechanical shutter [126, 127] is positioned along the beam path to control the

number of irradiations. The target is translated regularly after each irradiation

to avoid ablation from the pit formed by the previous irradiation. The target

is translated ∼ 200 µm in the SP and DP1 and ≥ 300 µm for DP2 scheme. The

experimental set up used in these measurements is given in figure 4.1. A combination

of half wave plate and a polarising cube beam splitter is used to implement DP

schemes in which the path labeled as A is the fixed arm and the path labeled as B

is the delay arm (refer to figure 4.1a), allowing τp to be varied from ∼ 0 ps - 1000 ps.

The irradiation schemes, i.e, SP, DP1 and DP2 used in the experiments are shown

in figure 4.1 b (i), 4.1 b (ii) and 4.1 b (iii) respectively. Major results obtained in

these measurement are as follows.

1Two different spectrographs were used since the experiments were carried out at two different
laboratories. Experiments on ns LPP were carried out at RRI.
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4.3 Results and discussions

Plume imaging and time-resolved OES investigations are carried out to spatio-

temporally optimise the generated ps LPP. While SP scheme uses the total energy

(Ei) of the laser pulse used to irradiate the target, the total energy Ei is divided

into E1 and E2 (such that E1 + E2 = Ei) to ablate the Cr target in the DP scheme.

Plume imaging measurements are performed as function of (i) background pressure

(Pbg), (ii) by varying E1 and E2 and τp in DP1, and (iii) the distance between

two spots (∆x) in DP2. Time-resolved OES studies of Cr plasmas generated by

60 ps and 300 ps laser pulses are also carried out to understand the composition

of the plasma plume as a function of Pbg and time of evolution. In addition to

this, narrowing of the emission linewidth of neutrals was found in the time-resolved

optical emission studies, supporting the results of a previous report[149].

4.3.1 Effect of double pulse irradiation on the plume mor-

phology

A two dimensional scan of the DP schemes allows the optimisation of Cr LPP not

only for τp, but also for the energy ratios between pulses in DP1. Interestingly,

this experiment explores the possibilities to use the pre-plasma (i.e. the plasma

generated by the first pulse) as a dynamic background to confine the main plasma

(i.e., the plasma generated by the second pulse). The plasma expansion in this

situation could be considered as if it were expanding at a high Pbg for the SP scheme

[61]. On the other hand, ablation from closely spaced spots on the target surface

is measured for τp = 0 and at Pbg = 10−6 Torr for DP2. Two plasmas generated

in DP2 at closer distances interacts with each other upon expansion leading to a

completely distinct and complex plume dynamics when compared to both SP and

DP1.

4.3.1.1 Single pulse and double pulse irradiation schemes

Plume expansions in the SP scheme with Ei ' 550 µJ are recorded for various td’s

for orthogonal polarisations to investigate the effect of vertical (V) and horizontal

(H) polarisation on the plume dynamics at a Pbg '10−6 Torr. The plume structure,
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variation in the AR for various td’s and the Vf and Vs are given in 4.2 (a), (b) and

(c) respectively. Interestingly, the plume morphology is found to be independent of

polarisation. Also, the plume comprises of two components, i.e., the fast species,

which moves fast and away from the target surface and the other one which follows

this component and stays closer to the target surface, called the slow species. From

the images given in figure 4.2 (a), lLPP and wLPP are calculated and lLPP/wLPP gives

the AR of the plume which defines the overall plasma structure. AR is investigated

in detail to understand the plume morphology and the variation of AR with respect

to td can be understood from figure 4.2 (b). AR for plumes generated using either

polarisation is always ≥ 2 illustrating that the plume expands two times faster along

the length (normal to the target) compared its width (lateral expansion), thereby

displaying a more cylindrical geometry. Vf and Vs in the plasma plumes can be

estimated once the positions of the peaks corresponding to the fast and slow species

are identified. The fast and slow species in the plasma plumes generated by V and

H polarisations are found to expand with Vf ≈ 42 km/s and Vs ≈ 10 km/s (refer

to figure 4.2(c)). Therefore from this measurement, it can be deduced that the

plume dynamics, AR of the plume, Vf and Vs in the plume remain unchanged upon

changing the polarisation. Hence the plume expansion dynamics is independent of

the polarisation of irradiation. Therefore it is possible to choose an arbitrary linear

polarisation for the DP scheme.

Previous experiments on DP schemes using fs laser pulses reported an optimum

τP ≈ 500 ps - 1000 ps [140] to obtain a larger plasma temperature and better

emission yields. Experiments to investigate the important differences between SP

and DP1 schemes are carried out initially in a nitrogen ambient pressure of 10−6

Torr. SP scheme is realized with energies Ei/2 and Ei. The DP1 scheme is realized

with energies E1 = E2 = Ei/2 (i.e, equal energies in both paths) with τp = 0

ps (DP10) and 1000 ps (DP11). The differences in the plume morphology upon

implementing various irradiation schemes is given in figure 4.3 (a). While SP with

Ei/2 and Ei and DP10 are found to have similar expansion features resembling a

cylindrical plasma as in the case of a fs LPP plume [154, 141, 155], the DP11 shows

a prominent lateral expansion resembling a ns LPP plume [141, 155]. To explain

this further, it can be assumed that the energy of irradiation on the target by the

second pulse may be ≤ Ei/2 as it passes through a preformed spatio-temporally

expanded plasma (for a τP = 1000 ps), which can absorb/scatter a fraction of the

energy depending on the cross sections of the absorption and scattering process.
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Figure 4.2: Expansion of the plasma plume measured for vertical and horizontal
polarisation in SP scheme for an irradiation energy of 550 µJ at a pressure of 10−6

Torr. (a) Images of the plasma plume (2 cm × 1.5 cm ) acquired using an ICCD
for various time delays (td) and integration time, tw = 10% of the td. (b) Variation
in aspect ratio (AR) with respect to td. (c) Average velocities of the fast and
slow components of the plume. Plume morphology is found to be unchanged for

orthogonal polarisations. The figure is adapted from [76].

This allows the plasma to expand laterally in DP11 case compared to the other

cases. The variation in the plume dynamics can be further analyzed by comparing

the variation of AR in each of these irradiation schemes as given in figure 4.3 (b).

While AR approaches to 1 for DP11 illustrating a spherical morphology, the AR

in the SP schemes and DP10 is ≥ 1.5 with a maximum of 3 at td = 90 ns, i.e.

the plume exhibits a larger axial expansion for all these cases. The DP1 scheme

generates a more spherical plume when compared to the plumes in SP scheme, which

could improve the plume homogeneity. This is crucial for attaining better phase

matching conditions for HHG from weakly ionized plasma plumes. From the plume
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Figure 4.3: Plume dynamics at Pbg = 10−6 Torr for SP and DP1 schemes for a
maximum irradiation energy of 550 µJ. (a) 2 cm × 1.5 cm images of the plasma
plume acquired using an ICCD for td as mentioned at the left side of the figure
and tw = 10% of the td. Ei/2, Ei, DP10 and DP11 refers to SP at half of the
maximum energy, SP at the maximum energy, DP1 with τp = 0 ps and τp = 1000
ps respectively. (b) Variation in AR with td for the different irradiation schemes
presented in (a). The plume is more spherical for DP11 when compared to all
other schemes. (c) Variation in the average Vf and Vs in the plume as a function
of the different irradiation schemes. The dotted lines in (c) are the guides for the

eye. The figure is adapted from [76]

.

images given in figure 4.3 (a), the emission intensity profiles are estimated that yields

information similar to the OTOF measurements [110, 75, 156] except for the fact

that the current measurements provide a convolution of time-of-flights of all species

that move within the plume. The emission intensity profiles for each of these cases

mentioned in figure 4.3 are given in figure 4.4. The slow species could be best fitted

to SMB although the fast species follows a Gaussian distribution that corroborate

the previous reports [157, 142, 158]. From these emission profiles, knowing the

position at which the fast and slow species maximizes, Vf and Vs are deduced. Vf

and Vs are given in figure 4.3 (c). While Vs shows negligible variation for Ei/2, Ei

and DP10, it decreases considerably for DP11. Plumes from Ei/2 reaches a shorter
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Figure 4.4: Emission intensity profiles for SP and DP1 schemes. Emission
intensity profiles corresponding to 30 ns, 60 ns, 100 ns, 300 ns and 500 ns for
(a) SP scheme with Ei/2 (b) SP scheme with Ei (c) DP1 scheme with τp = 0 ps
(DP10) and (d) DP1 scheme with τp = 1000 ps (DP11). Maximum energy (Ei)
in these measurements is 550 J. DP11 is found to yield maximum intensity from
the slow species compared to Ei case. However, DP11 is found to have the plume
being split up into fast and slow counterparts, which can be attributed to the
plume heating by the second pulse. Emission intensity profiles are normalized to

the maximum intensity in the SP scheme with Ei and Pbg = 10−6 Torr.

distance when compared to Ei and DP10 as expected since the plume expansion

depends on the irradiation energy [146]. Vf is relatively larger than Vs in all cases

and are estimated to be ≈ 32 km/s, 42 km/s, 41 km/s and 25 km/s respectively for

Ei/2, Ei, DP10 and DP11. The slow species move with Vs ≈ 10 km/s for Ei/2, Ei

and DP10, whereas it is ≈ 5 km/s for DP11. From these measurements, the plume

morphology is found to be entirely different when τp is varied from 0 ps to 1000 ps

and hence the effect of τp on the plume dynamics for DP1 is further investigated.
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4.3.1.2 Effect of inter-pulse delay and energy in the first pulse

The effect of τp on plume hydrodynamics is investigated in detail to find the mor-

phological changes in the plume as well as the changes in Vf and Vs. Measurements

are carried out for various td’s with τp varying from 0 ps to 1000 ps in steps of 100

ps for E1 = E2 = Ei/2. The variation in the plume dynamics with respect to τp is

Figure 4.5: 2 cm × 1.5 cm images of the plasma plume acquired using an ICCD
for td as mentioned in the top of the figure and tw = 10% of the td for different
inter-pulse delays. The experiments are carried out at Pbg = 10−6 Torr and with

E1 = E2 = Ei/2.
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given in the figure 4.5. The plume which exhibits a relatively low lateral expansion

with AR ≈ 2 (for td = 30 ns) and ≈ 3 (for td = 90 ns) for τp = 0 ps changes to a

plume with relatively larger lateral expansion with AR ≈ 1 (for td = 30 ns) and ≈
1.5 (for td = 90 ns) for τp = 1000 ps; indicating a factor of two change in the plasma

length when τp is varied from 0 ps to 1000 ps. Interestingly, lateral expansion of

the plume is evident after τp = 400 ps, as a consequence of an enhanced interaction

between the pre-plasma and the main plasma, thereby facilitating plasma plume

confinement. The observations as given in figure 4.8 (a) also show that the plume

Figure 4.6: Emission intensity profiles for DP1 scheme carried out at 10−6 Torr
with Ei = 550 µJ and τp varied from 0 ps to 1000 ps. E1 = E2 = Ei/2 in these
experiments and the figures are with τp (a) 100 ps, (b) 200 ps, (c) 300 ps, (d)
400 ps, (e) 500 ps, (f) 600 ps, (g) 700 ps, (h) 800 ps and (i) 900 ps. The emission
intensity profiles are normalized using the maximum intensity in SP scheme with
Ei and Pbg = 10−6 Torr. Fast species begins to appear when an inter-pulse delay
is introduced thereby allowing the second pulse to interact with the plasma plume
a few picoseconds after the first pulse generates the plasma plume. However, in
all the cases, the slow species contribute more emission than the fast species in

the plume.

length increases and reaches a maximum quickly in ∼ 100 ns after the ablation

followed by a gradual decrease for larger tds. Velocities of fast and slow components
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of the plume calculated from their estimated emission intensity profiles (shown in

the figure 4.6) are given in figure4.8 (c). Vf is found to decrease from ≈ 40 km/s to

≈ 25 km/s and Vs decreases from ≈ 10 km/s to ≈ 5 km/s respectively on increasing

τp from 0 ps to 1000 ps. This complements the argument on plume confinement and

Figure 4.7: 2 cm × 1.5 cm images of the plasma plume acquired using an
ICCD for td as mentioned at the left side of the figure and tw = 10% of the td
for different energies in the first pulse, E1. The measurement is carried out at an

ambient pressure of 10−6 Torr and Ei = 550 µJ

it can be inferred from these measurements that a longer τp yields greater lateral

expansion.
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From the previous measurements, which inferred that longer τp yields a better lateral

expansion, the following set of measurements to investigate the effect of E1 in the

DP1 scheme are carried out for a fixed τp = 1000 ps. The time-resolved plume

images are recorded by varying E1 and given in figure 4.7. The energies used

for irradiation were varied such that the total energy of irradiation is always 550

µJ; i.e, E1 + E2 = Ei = 550 µJ. The inter-delayed pulses generate two plasmas

Figure 4.8: Variation in the AR of the plume as a function of td for (a) different
inter-pulse delays, τp and (b) for varying the energy in the first pulse, E1. The
plume is more spherical in DP1 scheme for τp ≥ 400 ps as well as in cases where
E1 ≤ E2. Variation in the average velocity of fast and slow components in the
LPP for (c) different τp’s and (d) for different E1. The dotted lines in (c) and (d)

are guide to the eye. The figure is adapted from [76].

one after another depending on the number density of the plasma formed by E1

irradiation. The plume shape in these measurements are found to have considerable

variation when E1 is increased from 100 µJ to 550 µJ. The plume has a better

confinement leading to a larger lateral expansion of the plume and hence a spherical

morphology for E1 = 200 µJ; whereas a transition from spherical to cylindrical
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geometry is observed when E1 ≥ 300 µJ. When E1 = 100 µJ, poor shielding of

the target due to the insufficient number density allows the second pulse to reach

the pre-heated target surface resulting in a better ablation by the second pulse,

when compared to the SP case. For E1 ≤ E2, the plasma formed by the second

pulse finds a highly dynamic and transient ambient created by the pre-plasma.

Complex processes that involves the interaction of two plasmas may therefore result

in a plume with larger radial expansion when compared to its SP counter part

having similar total energy of irradiation. On the other hand, when E1 ≥ 300 µJ,

there is a possibility for a fraction of E2 to be absorbed by the plume via inverse

Bremsstrahlung, thereby causing less energy to reach the target surface. This may

or may not produce the main plasma and results in a plume with relatively low

lateral expansion when compared to the DP1 case where E1 ≤ E2. Therefore, AR

is closer to 1 for plasmas generated when E1 ≤ 300 µJ and it increases with an

increase in E1. The results of the variation of AR with respect to td for different

E1 is given in figure 4.8 (b). From the plume imaging data given in figure 4.7, the

Figure 4.9: Emission intensity profiles for DP1 scheme wherein the energy in
the first pulse E1 is varied. The experiments are carried out at a fixed τp = 1000
ps at an ambient pressure of 10−6 Torr and E1 + E2 = 550 µJ. The graphs are
(a) 0 µ J - 550 µJ, (b) 100 µ J - 450 µJ, (c) 200 µ J - 350 µJ, (d) 300 µ J - 250
µJ, (e) 400 µ J - 150 µJ and (f) 550 µ J - 0 µJ respectively. Each of these plots
are normalized to the maximum intensity in SP scheme with Ei and Pbg = 10−6

Torr case.

emission intensity profiles are also extracted and is given in figure 4.9 from which
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Vf and Vs are calculated. Vf and Vs reduces in DP1 scheme when compared to SP

with the minimum velocity of both species occurring at E1 = 200 µJ; which is a

possible indication of collisional interactions/confinement happening in the plasma

plume. These investigations therefore indicate that the plume has a larger lateral

expansion when the E1 ≤ E2 and the τp ≥ 400 ps.

To extend the investigations further, it is important to study the effect of the

ambient pressure on the plume dynamics prior to concluding the features of the

influence of various parameters in DP1 scheme on the plume morphology which is

detailed in the next section of this thesis.

4.3.1.3 Effect of ambient pressure

The ambient pressure is crucial in the plume dynamics [157, 71] and hence optimis-

ing Pbg is required before employing LPP in various applications. In this section

of the thesis experiments are performed at different pressures for both SP and DP1

schemes. While SP scheme was carried out using an irradiation energy (Ei = 550

µJ), DP1 scheme was realized with E1 = E2 = Ei/2 for a given τp = 1000 ps for

ambient pressures ranging from 10−6 Torr to 10 Torr. Figure 4.10(a) and 4.10(b)

represents the expansion of plasma plume for SP and DP1 schemes respectively. As

expected, the expansion features in SP and DP1 scheme is found to vary for various

Pbg. In SP, the plume expands adiabatically reaching farther distances with a cylin-

drical plume shape (i.e. with minimal lateral expansion) at lower pressures from

10−6 Torr to 10−2 Torr and a sudden change in the plume structure is recorded for

10−1 Torr with a significant lateral expansion. Around this background pressure,

the plasma is considered to have interesting properties; some of which are reported

in [71] and [110]. The plume expansion is significantly limited by the higher back

ground pressure leading to an enhanced lateral expansion and hence a better spher-

ical shape at 1 Torr and 10 Torr. It can be noted that plume length has the small-

est values among current measurements, indicating a better plume confinement at

higher pressures for SP schemes. AR of the plume (see figure 4.10 (c)) corroborates

the claim since the value approaches 1 when Pbg is increased from 10−6 Torr to 100

Torr. Interestingly at 101 Torr, the plume confinement is so dominant that the AR

drops to values < 1 indicating a larger plume width. While the slow species in the

plume is present at all pressures for SP, the fast species are visible only at pressures

≤ 10−1 Torr, which is corroborated to the plume confinement at higher pressures.
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Figure 4.10: Dynamics of the plasma plume for SP and DP1 schemes with
respect to variation in the ambient pressure are shown here. 1.5 cm × 2 cm
images of the plasma plume acquired using an ICCD for td as mentioned in the
figure legends and tw = 10% of the td for (a) SP scheme and (b) DP scheme.
Graph showing the variation in aspect ratio with respect to td for (c) SP scheme
and (d) DP1 scheme. (e) Variation in the average velocity of the fast and slow
components of the plume in SP and DP1 schemes. The figure is adapted from

[72] and the dotted lines in (e) are guide to the eye.

The emission intensity profiles for the SP scheme where Pbg is varied is given in

figure 4.11 from which Vf and Vs for different background pressures are calculated.

Vf decreases with the increase of pressure as expected. Vs remains unchanged upon

increasing pressure until 10−1 Torr and decreases on a further increase in pressure

due to plume confinement [157, 159].

DP1 experiments are repeated for pressures ranging from 10−6 Torr to 102 Torr

and the same is compared with the SP counter part in order to find the differ-

ences/similarities of plume morphologies. The plume in DP1 scheme displays an

entirely different structure when compared to SP scheme. However, with increase

in Pbg, the plume confinement is evident in DP1 scheme as well which is similar to

the trend observed in SP scheme. However, the values of AR of the plumes in DP1

scheme for different td’s is lower than that observed in the SP schemes. Figure 4.10
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Figure 4.11: Emission intensity profiles for SP scheme carried out at Ei = 550
µJ. The Pbg are (a) 101 Torr, (b) 100 Torr, (c) 10−1 Torr, (d) 10−2 Torr, (e) 10−3

Torr and (f) 10−6 Torr respectively. Graphs are normalized to the maximum
intensity in the SP scheme with Ei and Pbg = 10−6 Torr case.

(b) shows the plume expansion dynamics and figure 4.10 (d) presents the variation

in AR with respect to td for DP1 scheme. The effect of second pulse causes the

plasma to expand more laterally when compared to the SP. Plume width is slightly

more for DP at all pressures from 10−6 Torr to 10−2 Torr and hence the shape of

the plume found to be more spherical compared to the axially expanding plume in

the SP case. Emission intensity profiles are also derived from the plume images

and are given in figure 4.12. Fast and slow components in DP1 scheme move with

reduced velocities (see figure 4.10 (e)). The DP1 scheme (where Pbg is varied from

10−6 Torr to 10−2 Torr) not only confines the plume length but also causes a larger

lateral expansion such that the plasma exhibits a plume structure similar to a ns

LPP. At 10−1 Torr pressure, the plume structure is more spherical at all the td’s

and the plume size is bigger and brighter for td ≥ 300 ns. Though a bigger and

confined plasma plume at td ≥ 300 ns is observed for SP case, the plume is much

more intense with a more spherical shape in the DP1 scheme. The plume is confined

such that the plume width is greater than or equal to the plume length for 100 Torr

and 101 Torr pressures, leading to AR <1. However, at later stages of expansion,
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Figure 4.12: Emission intensity profiles for DP1 schemes when Pbg is varied. Ei
= 550 µJ, with E1 = E2 and τp = 1000 ps. Pbg are (a) 101 Torr, (b) 100 Torr, (c)
10−1 Torr, (d) 10−2 Torr, (e) 10−3 Torr and (f) 10−6 Torr respectively. Graphs
are normalized to the maximum intensity in SP scheme with Ei and Pbg = 10−6

Torr case.

the AR approaches 1, leading to a spherical plume for these td’s.

4.3.1.4 Double-pulse at different spatial points

In the DP1 scheme discussed in section 4.3.1.1 to section 4.3.1.3, the parameters

like τp, E1 and Pbg were optimised to tailor the plume morphology. Another double

pulse scheme (DP2) was employed to investigate the plume morphology. In this

scheme, two plasmas are generated on the target using two pulses of energies E1

= E2 = Ei/2 with τp = 0 ps at a Pbg = 10−6 Torr. Both pulses reach the target

surface at the same time and simultaneously creates two closely separated plasmas

with a separation = ∆x. Figure 4.13 (a) shows the expansion features of the plasma

plumes when ∆x is varied from 0 µm to 600 µm. The plasma is found to be highly

directional and cylindrical in shape and the axial expansion increases on increasing

∆x. It is found that the lLPP and wLPP increases at a constant rate causing the AR

to remain constant soon after it reaches a maximum value and then decreases for

∆x = 0 µm and 200 µm cases. However, for ∆x = 400 µm and 600 µm cases, the
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Figure 4.13: Dynamics of the plasma plume for double pulse scheme (DP2) as
shown in figure 4.1 b (iii) at 10−6 Torr for Ei = 550 µJ. (a) 1.5 cm × 2 cm images
of the plasma plume acquired using an ICCD for a time delay (td) as mentioned
in the figure legends and integration time (tw) is 10% of the td. The distance
between the laser irradiation spots (∆x) is given on the top of each column. (b)
Variation in aspect ratio with respect to td for different ∆x. (c) Variation in the
average velocity of the fast and slow components of the plume with respect to

∆x. The dotted lines are guide to the eye. The figure is adapted from [76].

aspect ratio remains almost constant (avoiding a few jumping data points) beyond

td ≈ 210 ns. It is also found that when ∆x is increased from 0 µm to 600 µm,

the maximum value of the AR decreases (except for the 0 µm and 200 µm cases)

as shown in Figure 4.13 (b). While the Vf shows an intermediate value between

SP and DP1 schemes, Vs displays larger velocities in comparison with the other two
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Figure 4.14: Emission intensity profiles for DP2 scheme carried out at Ei =
550 µJ at Pbg = 10−6 Torr and with E1 = E2 = Ei/2 and τp = 0 ps. δx is varied
as (a) 0 µm, (b) 200 µm, (c) 400 µm and (d) 600 µm respectively. Graphs are

normalized to the maximum intensity observed in these cases.

schemes. More specifically, Vf decreases when ∆x is increased from 0 µm to 200 µm

and thereafter remains almost constant for all other ∆x’s. However, Vs decreases

on increasing ∆x and the slow components are found to have longer existence in

the plume, thereby forming the major component of the plume in all cases.

To understand the process further, the plume interaction and formation of the

directed plume in DP2 case, the expansion of plasma plume when ∆x = 600 µm

is analyzed in detail and is given in figure 4.15. When the two pulses hit the

target surface, two distinct plumes are formed as in the figure 4.15, 30 ns and

they propagate rather independently for a given time and space. On expansion

these two plasmas can interact along their edges as in figure 4.15, 50 ns and 70 ns,

creating a stagnation layer between the two plasmas which initiates a collisional

interaction between them [160]. As a result of the interaction between fast and slow
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Figure 4.15: Dynamics of the plasma plume for DP2 scheme with ∆x = 600
µm at Pbg = 10−6 Torr and for Eirr = 560 µJ. (a) 2 cm × 1.5 cm images of the
plasma plume acquired using an ICCD for a time delay (td) as mentioned in the

figure legends and integration time (tw) is 10% of the td.

components at different times, the interaction becomes more complex causing the

two plumes to move together, with a longer persistence of slow species in the plume.

Due to the interaction along the edges of the plasma for td ≥ 50 ns, the AR has

a larger value and these interactions imparts a highly directional and cylindrical

nature to the plasma plume expansion. These kind of plasmas could be suitably

used for the production of quality thin films as the plume dynamics display a more

cylindrical expanding plume shape, that attains a constant plume length after ≈ 200

ns with better homogeneity in its cross section perpendicular to the axial expansion

direction.

4.3.2 Time-resolved optical emission spectroscopy of

Chromium plasma

Since the plasmas are highly transient in nature, time-resolved OES measurements

are also carried out for a wavelength range from 300 nm to 550 nm at 10−6 Torr

for investigating the evolution of different species and determining an appropriate

tw to perform line broadening measurements. Emission lines were identified by

comparing the recorded spectra with the NIST database [78]. Neutral (Cr I) lines

at 396.36 nm, 396.97 nm, 425.43 nm, 427.48 nm, 428.97 nm, 520.60 nm and 520.84

nm and ionic (Cr II) lines at 312.26 nm, 312.87 and 336.66 nm are used for the

analysis. The measured spectra show that the plasma plume is a mix of neutrals

and ions in the earlier times of expansion for both 60 ps and 300 ps irradiations

though their co-existence is relatively longer in the latter case. While lEI is used

for the calculation of temperature via the Boltzmann plot method [80] (or via the

line-ratio method [71]), the δλ is used for the calculation of number density. The
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δλ is given by[161]:

δλ = 2w
( ne

1016

)
+ 3.5A

( ne
1016

)
× (1− 3

4
N
−1/3
D )w

( ne
1016

)
(4.1)

where first term corresponds to the broadening caused by electron impact and the

second term comes from the ion correction factor. w, ne, A and ND are the elec-

tron impact parameter, number density, ion broadening parameter and number of

particles in the Debye sphere respectively. Assuming that Stark broadening pre-

dominantly arises from electron impact, perturbations from ions can be neglected

and δλ can be approximated by[71]:

δλ = 2ω
( ne

1016

)
(4.2)

from which ne can be calculated. δλ can be measured by fitting a Lorentzian to

an emission line. The above mentioned calculations of the number density and

temperature is possible only when the plasma plumes are optically thin and the

broadening of the characteristic line emissions in the plasma system is inevitable

due to the presence of charged and uncharged entities around the emitter2 [149].

Stark broadening, Doppler broadening, opacity broadening, broadening due to self-

absorption and the effect of external magnetic fields are the different broadening

mechanisms in plasmas [81, 112, 111]. However in LPP, Stark broadening is the

major broadening mechanism [141] which arises from the resultant electric field

(known as the plasma microfield) generated by ions and electrons at the location

of the emitter3 [112, 81]. Generally, perturbation to the energy state of an emitter

and subsequent line broadening can occur due to the presence of neutral as well as

charged species. Broadening caused by neutrals is known as pressure broadening

which depends on the number density and velocity. Long-range Van der Waal’s

forces, dipole-dipole interactions, and a resonant interaction between the radiators

and perturbers (which is usually found in weakly ionized plasmas) also are the possi-

ble interactions between neutrals and emitters [112, 111]. Usually, these interactions

are negligible compared to the broadening caused by charged species, and are there-

fore neglected in most line width estimations. Perturbation to the emitter’s field

caused by long-range Coulomb interactions from different charged species make the

broadening phenomena complex and hence accurate calculations of line widths are

2emitter is a common name in context of plasma to denote the species which are undergoing
the transition responsible for an emission line

3the emitter can be either an atom or an ion
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difficult. Reports on theoretical estimations of broadening through several factors

for different emitters can be found elsewhere [112, 149]. Most experiments use the

δλ of both neutrals and ions to calculate the number density [162, 163], leading to

the expected and experimentally measured result that the number density increases

with the increase in ambient pressure [162, 164]. However, Rao et.al. experimentally

established that for fs LPP, there is an oscillation in δλ of emission from neutrals

for intermediate pressures when measured in the pressure range of 10−6 Torr to 102

Torr [149]. In view of this observation, it was suggested that the δλ of emission from

ions which was found to increase monotonically with pressure (in agreement with

the previous reports [162, 164]) would be more appropriate for calculating number

density. This clearly indicates that the emission line width, which is an important

parameter used to estimate number density [71], must be carefully investigated to

avoid inaccurate conclusions on the nature and dynamics of the plasma plume.

Figure 4.16: Evolution of Cr I and Cr II emission lines as function of time
delay (td) for plasmas generated by 60 ps (a and c) and 300 ps (b and d) pulse
durations. The ambient pressure is 10−6 Torr. Emission intensities of each graph
is normalized using their maximum value of the measured intensity. The figure

is adapted from [72].
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4.3.2.1 OES of the chromium plasma with respect to time delay

OES measurements were performed for various td’s (from 25 ns to 400 ns for 60 ps

irradiation and from 50 ns to 550 ns for 300 ps irradiation) with a fixed tw = 50 ns

at a spatial position ∼ 1 mm where lEI is maximum. This measurement was carried

out to investigate the abundance of different species in the plume with the evolution

of time so that a feasible time delay can be fixed for further measurements. Graphs

indicating the evolution of Cr I and Cr II with respect to td for both 60 ps and 300

ps irradiations are given in figure 4.16. Cr I persists longer than Cr II for both 60

ps and 300 ps irradiations. The emissions from ions were recorded until td ≤ 75 ns

for 60 ps and td ≤ 250 ns for 300 ps irradiation. Emission from neutrals is stronger

than ions in both cases. Variation of lEI and δλ for neutrals and ions at 10−6 Torr

as a function of td is measured from these graphs are shown in figure 4.17.

Spectral lines at 425.43 nm and 336.66 nm are measured for the Cr I and Cr II

species respectively for both 60 ps and 300 ps irradiations and are used for the

analysis. It can be seen from figure 4.17 that the emission from the plasma gen-

erated by 300 ps pulses persists for a longer time compared to the emission from

the plasma generated by 60 ps irradiation. While the emission intensity varies sim-

ilarly with respect to td (figures 4.17a and 4.17b) for both irradiations, δλ behaves

differently (figures 4.17c and 4.17d). These observations indicate the possibility

of laser-plasma interaction as the coexistence of both neutrals and ions is longer

for 300 ps irradiation. It may be recalled here that laser-plasma energy coupling

occurs only if the thermalization time (tth)[165, 166, 145, 167] is shorter than the

duration of the laser pulse (τp). For Cr plasmas generated by ps laser pulses, the

thermalization time and the heat diffusion time are calculated to be ∼ 0.35 ps and

∼ 40 ps [145] respectively, indicating that both our laser pulses essentially act as

long pulses. Clearly, the laser-plasma interaction will be longer for 300 ps excita-

tion when compared to 60 ps excitation leading to the generation of more excited

species and hence enhanced emission from ions. While a gradual decrease in the

lEI of neutrals is evident in both cases, lEI of ion shows a rapid decrease indicating

fast recombination. The linewidth of ion (δλions) decrease with td for both cases

and the decrease is relatively sudden for 60 ps irradiation. On the other hand, the

linewidth of neutrals (δλneutrals) initially decreases and then shows an oscillation

with respect to td for 60 ps irradiation, while showing a slow variation for 300 ps

irradiation where the linewidth gradually increases until ≈ 250 ns and thereafter
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Figure 4.17: Variation of emission intensity and line width as function of time
delay (td) for 60 ps (a,c) and 300 ps (b,d) irradiations. The ambient pressure
is 10−6 Torr. Spectral lines at 425.43 nm and 336.66 nm are measured for the
Cr I and Cr II species respectively. Emission intensities are normalized to the
maximum intensity for each graph (a, b). Line widths are obtained by fitting
a Lorentzian function to the lines measured for each td (c, d). Error bars are

obtained from multiple measurements. The figure is adapted from [72].

reduces for longer td’s. From these observations it can be concluded that a td ≈ 50

ns and tw ≤ 250 ns would be a suitable choice for line broadening investigations

owing to the co-existence of both ions and neutrals in this region.

4.3.2.2 OES of the chromium plasma with respect to ambient pressure

Measurements of the OES with respect to the ambient pressure is carried out to

investigate the variation in lEI , δλneutrals and δλions in the plume at different pres-

sures. The measurements are carried out at a td= 50 ns and tw = 200 ns; which

was fixed from the measurements described in section 4.3.2.1. The evolution of Cr

I and Cr II with respect to change in ambient pressure for both 60 ps and 300

ps is shown in figure 4.18. lEI and δλ of neutrals and ions for both irradiations
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Figure 4.18: Evolution of Cr I and Cr II emission lines as function of ambient
pressure for 60 ps (a and c) and 300 ps (b and d) irradiations. Measurements are
carried out at td = 50 ns and tw = 200 ns. Emission intensities are normalized to
the maximum intensity corresponding to each irradiation. The figure is adapted

from [72].

are measured from these graphs and the respective results on their variation with

respect to pressure are given in figure 4.19. lEI of neutrals and ions for both irra-

diations remain unchanged in the range of 10−6 Torr to 10−1 Torr, beyond which

an increase is evident as given in figure 4.19 (a) and 4.19(b). At low pressures,

an adiabatic expansion of the plume reduces collisional interactions among species

causing a relatively lower excitation of the emitting entities, resulting in a lower lEI

[71, 157]. At intermediate pressures up to ∼ 1 Torr, plume-background interaction

and plasma confinement are the key factors influencing expansion. The plume front

decelerates relatively quickly compared to that at lower pressures, causing enhanced

collisional interactions among species and hence the plasma plume contains more

charged species and excited species, which in turn enhances lEI [168, 157, 169]. On

a further increase of pressure, the interaction of the plume with the background gets
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Figure 4.19: Variation of normalized emission intensity and line width of Cr
I (425.43 nm) and Cr II (336.66 nm) with respect to the ambient pressure for
60 ps and 300 ps laser irradiations. While the emission intensity and line width
of ions are found to increase with an increase in the ambient pressure for both
irradiations (a and b), there is an oscillation for δλneutrals for pressures between
5×10−1 Torr to 5×101 Torr (c and d). Measurements are carried out at td =
50 ns and tw = 200 ns. Emission intensities are normalized using the maximum
emission intensity in each case and the error bars are obtained from multiple

measurements. The figure is adapted from [72].

more complex due to various processes such as collisional excitations/de-excitations,

formation of shock waves, plume splitting and sharpening [164, 168, 157, 169] and

thermal leak to the ambient [71, 170].

Interestingly, δλneutrals is found to have a distinctly different behaviour compared

to δλions when the background pressure is increased from 10−6 Torr to 102 Torr

(figure 4.19 (c) and 4.19(d)). δλions remains unchanged up to 10−1 Torr, but in-

creases with an increase of pressure. This is in agreement with previous reports

[162, 164] of an increase in δλ with ambient pressure implying that the density of

the plume varies/increases with pressure according to equation 4.2. Contrary to

this behaviour of δλions, δλneutrals slightly decreases up to around 5 Torr before
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it increases with increasing pressure. The current observation of the oscillation of

δλneutrals for pressures between 5×10−1 Torr to 5×101 Torr (which is absent for

δλions) is similar to the experimental results reported by Rao et.al. [149] for an

integrated OES measurement of a fs laser produced zinc plasma. In that report

[149], an oscillation of line width has been explained on the basis of the variation

of Te and ne with respect to pressure given by the equation[111] δλ ∝ ne

Tx
e

; which

is an outcome of impact broadening. To understand this observation further, Te

is calculated using the Boltzmann Plot method [171, 80, 172] assuming LTE. For

Figure 4.20: Boltzmann plots used for the calculation of plasma temperature
at 10−6 Torr and 10 Torr for (a) 60 ps and (b) 300 ps irradiations. The emission
lines from neutral chromium species (Cr I) are used for obtaining the Boltzmann

plot. The figure is adapted from [72].

a plasma in LTE, the Boltzmann distribution gives the population of the excited

state via [112, 80]:

nnm = nn
gm
Z
e−Em/kT (4.3)

where nnm is the population of the nth excited state, nn is the population of the

lower level, gm is the statistical weight of the upper level of the transition, Em is

the excitation energy, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The
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emission intensity is related to the population of the excited state by [112]:

Inm ≈ Anmnnm
hc

λnm
= Anmnn

gmhc

Zλnm
e−Em/kT (4.4)

where Anm is the atomic transition probability and λnm is the wavelength of the line

emission, h is the Planck’s constant and c is the velocity of light. Cr I line emissions

at 396.36 nm, 396.97 nm, 425.43 nm, 427.48 nm, 428.97 nm, 520.60 nm and 520.84

nm were used to calculate the temperature (for every pressure), the result of which

is given in figure 4.21. ln(Iλ/Ag) versus energy of the upper level of transitions is

fitted to a straight line with a slope − 1
kT

yields the temperature in equilibrium, the

Te. Boltzmann plots fitted for 60 ps and 300 ps irradiations at 10−6 Torr and 10

Torr are given in figure 4.20.

Figure 4.21: Plasma temperature calculated for (a) 60 ps and (b) 300 ps irra-
diations using Boltzmann plot method assuming LTE for each pressure. Error
bars are obtained from the standard deviation obtained through calculating tem-

perature from multiple OES measurements. The figure is adapted from [72].

Figure 4.21 shows the variation of Te with respect to ambient pressure for 60 ps

(figure 4.21 (a)) and 300 ps (figure 4.21 (b)) irradiations. Te has similar values

when pressure is increased from 10−6 Torr up to 5 ×10−1 Torr; but increases on

further increase of pressure. The error bar in Te beyond 5 Torr might be due to

the enhanced collisional interactions within the plume due to plasma confinement
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upon increased ambient pressure levels. The process will be much more complex if

the pulse is longer. For example, in the case of 300 ps irradiation, the temperature

changes from ∼ 0.7 eV to ∼ 1 eV upon increasing pressure, and the large error

bar makes it difficult to draw any conclusion though Te shows an increase with

pressure. Such variations in temperature with large error bars can occur due to the

presence of plasma instabilities at such higher background pressures. In addition to

the above mentioned reasons, laser-plasma interaction changes the number density

of the plume. This reduces the number of neutrals in the case of 300 ps irradiation

when compared to 60 ps, the reason for which has been explained in detail in the

section 4.3.2.1.

To understand the nature of oscillation of δλneutrals at intermediate pressures for

larger Te, recall the equation [111, 173, 174]:

δλ = ne

∫ ∞
0

vfe(v)

[∑
p′+p

σpp′(v) +
∑
q′+q

σqq′(v)

]
dv

+ ne

∫ ∞
0

vfe(v)

[∫
|φp(θ, v)− φq(θ, v)|2dΩ

]
dv (4.5)

where the first term is the contribution to δλ from inelastic collisions (whose cross

sections are denoted by σ) connecting the upper (p) and lower (q) levels with other

perturbing levels (p′ and q′). Integration over electron velocity distribution (fe(v))

yields the rate coefficients. The second term denotes the contribution from elastic

collisions wherein φp(θ, v) and φq(θ, v) are the elastic scattering amplitudes for the

target ion in the upper and lower states respectively. Integration is carried out over

the scattering angle θ and dΩ is the element of the solid angle. Any changes in

ne results in the modification of δλ since elastic and inelastic collisions are depen-

dent on the ne. Changes in ne are highly probable in the current case either via

laser-plasma energy coupling or via collisional excitation. More precisely, enhanced

contribution to ne, if any, has to come from collisional interaction upon increase in

pressure as laser-plasma energy coupling is minimal for 60 ps. Whereas ne would be

relatively larger for 300 ps due to better laser-plasma energy coupling in addition

to the collisional interactions, which is rather evident in OES measurement. Addi-

tionally, collisional interaction is enhanced with ambient pressure due to the larger

temperature, leading to more frequent electron-neutral collisions than electron-ion

collisions, since the collision frequency varies as Te
1/2 for the former and as Te

−3/2 for
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the latter. These collisions induce instantaneous velocity changes to the perturbers4

and thus the velocity of a large number of species interacting with the emitter can

be lower than the peak velocity; causing variation in the δλneutrals as shown in

figure 4.19. This oscillation in the δλ is more evident for neutrals than ions. Un-

like neutrals, additional contributions to Stark broadening via ion-ion interactions,

Coulomb interactions and Debye shielding also plays an important role in the line

broadening for ions. Since these contributions are negligible [149], the oscillation

in δλneutrals can be clearly observed. Hence, it can be inferred that the line width

of neutrals drops to a minimum value for an optimum pressure irrespective of the

material from which the plasma is generated, provided there are instantaneous ve-

locity changes for a large number of species interacting with the emitter due to the

higher plasma temperatures. A more detailed study in this direction would reveal

much more insight to the phenomena.

4.4 Conclusion

Experiments aimed at the characterisation and optimisation of laser produced chromium

plasma is carried out. Two irradiation schemes, namely SP and DP were employed

to understand their effects on the plasma plume morphology, which in-turn would

help devising them for applications as in HHG which is considered here. DP scheme

has been carried out in two different ways: back to back (or collinear) irradiation

of the pulses on the same spatial point (DP1) and irradiation of the two pulses

at slightly different spatial points (DP2). Plume morphology in all these cases are

different and are found to differ significantly upon parameters such as τp, E1 and E2

andPbg for DP1 and with respect to ∆x for DP2. DP1 is better for generating more

spherical plasma, with aspect ratio close to 1 when compared to SP and DP2 scheme

generating cylindrical plasma with aspect ratio is greater than 1 for τp ≥ 400 ps.

Also, a spherical plume with aspect ratio close to 1 is observed when the energy in

the first path is less than or equal to the energy in the second path. For SP schemes

wherein the background pressures are varied, plume confinement is observed on an

increase in the background gas with an aspect ratio closer to 1 for higher pressures.

Furthermore, the effect of double pulse with an increase in background yields to

a more spherical expansion when compared to their respective SP counterparts.

4species interacting with the emitter
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Therefore, the plume expansion conditions as in the SP case with higher Pbg can

be reproduced in DP1 scheme at lower pressures by appropriately choosing τp, E1

and E2. This would help in improving the temperature and number densities of the

plasmas at relatively lower pressures and also ensure a more homogeneous plasma

that would support phase matching/ quasi-phase matching conditions for efficient

HHG from plasmas. However, the plume morphology is entirely different in DP2

when compared to that of SP and DP1 wherein, a more directed and cylindrical

plume with aspect ratio > 1 is always observed, which could be suitably utilized for

producing quality thin films by laser ablation/plasma-assisted thin film deposition.

OES in SP scheme reveals that the plasma is a mix of neutrals and ions at all times.

However, there are more emissions from neutrals when compared to ions in both

pulse durations investigated in this chapter. The plasma generated by 60 ps irra-

diation resembles a fs LPP more than the plasma generated by 300 ps irradiation,

which is attributed to the interaction of the laser pulse with the plasma. An inter-

esting oscillation is observed in the linewidth of neutrals (δλneutrals) for a pressure

range from 5×10−1 Torr to 5×101 Torr, similar to a previous work [149] in fs laser

produced Zn plasma. This is explained in section 4.3.2.2 and it is correlated to colli-

sional effects and changes in the instantaneous velocities of species interacting with

the emitter. It is investigated experimentally by analyzing the variation of temper-

ature with respect to pressure for both irradiations. Enhanced collisions at larger

plasma temperatures result in instantaneous velocity change of species interacting

with emitters within the plume causing the linewidth to attain minimum value for

neutrals since the collisional frequency of neutrals in plasma is proportional to T
1/2
e .

The collision frequency for ions is proportional to T
−3/2
e and hence a monotonous in-

crease for δλions is seen. Therefore the mechanisms causing oscillations for δλneutrals

would get modified due to the generation of excited species/ions via laser-plasma

energy coupling and collisional interactions. The generation of a greater number

of ions in the plume reduces the oscillatory nature of δλneutrals, which is evident in

the current experiment. Therefore, in view of the previous observation by Rao et.al

[149], the current observation of the oscillation of δλneutrals is found to be indepen-

dent of the pulse duration (at least for any pulse duration ≤ 300 ps) as well as the

target materials.

A fully spatio-temporally optimised plasma as described in this chapter would be
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helpful for the community to find out the appropriate conditions required for ap-

plications of LPP’s in the future. Number density of particles in the interaction

volume plays a vital role when plasma replaces the gas medium in HHG. In the

conventional gas based HHG experiments, the number densities are ∼ 1018/cm3.

However, from the tested LPP experiments, the number density was estimated to

be ∼ 1016/cm3. A two orders of magnitude lesser number density would challenge

the generation of HHG from plasma. An alternative solution to this is to irradiate

the plasma plume at positions more closer to the target surface than the current

position. With the current setup, this is unfortunately limited by the fast radial

expansion of the Gaussian nature of the driving pulse in the femtosecond laser

propagation direction, when a long plasma target is used. The target size cannot

be reduced beyond a certain limit as we also require to meet the need for continuous

irradiation of the target. Therefore, plasmas with similar expansion features but a

higher number density could be used for HHG experiments in this laboratory.



Chapter 5

Generation of X-rays from

plasmas

Lasers that can generate intensities ≥ 1012 W/cm2 can be used to generate X-rays

on a laboratory scale as an alternative to the large conventional X-ray generation

facilities [175]. Electron densities as high as ∼ 1023 electrons/cm3 and temperatures

of several keV can be achieved upon laser irradiation from solid targets, called

as LPP’s. The high values of density and temperature make LPP’s ideal for X-

ray emissions ranging to from soft to hard X-rays. The footprint of such X-ray

sources are really small but they are emitted in all directions with a lesser coherence

unlike the conventional synchrotron sources. Also, X-ray pulse from LPP’s can

have duration ranging between ≈ 10−13 s and 10−9 s [176]. Therefore, X-rays from

LPP’s can be appropriately utilised for various applications, if they are properly

characterised. As a primary step to this, measurements on the angular dependence

of X-ray emissions of LPP’s generated from Al, Cr and an alloy of aluminium and

chromium (Al-Cr) solid targets are carried out, which are described in section 5.1

of this chapter.

Besides the generation of X-ray source as mentioned above, LPPs are also be used

as the media for generating coherent X-ray or XUV radiations. Coherent emission

in the X-ray or XUV region can be obtained either via population inversion with a

consequent laser emission [177, 176] or via HHG [176, 7, 8]. Further, as mentioned

in chapters 3 and 4, spatio-temporally optimised LPP’s can be used as a non-linear

medium for HHG. The XUV radiations thus produced can be employed for various

92
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applications mentioned elsewhere [56, 99, 100, 101]. An experimental set-up is

designed, built and tested to generate harmonics from plasmas, which is described

in section 5.2 in detail.

5.1 X-rays from laser produced plasmas

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the experimental set up used to measure the angular
emissions from the laser produced plasma from solid metal and alloy targets.

LPP’s are generated by focusing 100 fs, 800 nm pulses from the laser to a spot size

of ∼ 100 µm on the surface of metal targets such as Al and Cr and Al-Cr (50%

each of Al and Cr by mass) to investigate their X-ray emission properties [178]

in air. The intensity of irradiation is carefully chosen to avoid filamentation. A

CdTe detector (X-123CdTe, Amptek, see section 2.3.4, Chapter 2) is mounted on

a rotatable mount to perform the angle resolved X-ray spectroscopy from 30 keV

to 150 keV as shown in figure 5.1. The energy calibration of the spectrometer is

performed using a radioactive source Am 241 [125]. While LPP in the SP scheme

is generated using an energy of ∼ 1 mJ, LPP in the DP scheme is generated using

2 mJ of energy in total. The target is mounted such that it makes an angle of 45◦

with the incident laser beam and the plume expands normal to the target surface.

The X-ray emission is recorded for 3000 irradiations and for various angles including
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0◦, 20◦, 40◦ and 60◦, with respect to the normal of the target surface. The angular

resolution of the current experimental set up is estimated as ∼ 6◦. The experimental

set up is shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.2: Angular X-ray measurements carried out on Al LPP at angles (a)
0◦, (b) 20◦, (c) 40◦ and (d) 60◦ for single pulse (SP) and double-pulse (DP)
irradiation schemes. SP-V and SP-H represents the SP scheme with irradiating
pulse with vertical polarisation and horizontal polarisation respectively. DP-V
and DP-H represents the DP scheme where in the polarisation of the first pulse

is vertical or horizontal respectively in these cases.

The X-ray spectra recorded at 0◦, 20◦, 40◦ and 60◦ by ablating Al target is given

in figure 5.2. At 0◦, continuum emissions are observed in the spectra for both SP

and DP schemes. For vertical (V) and horizontal (H) polarisations, the spectra

shows continuum until ≈ 60 keV in the SP scheme. While for the DP scheme, the

continuum emissions are visible until ≈ 90 keV. The emission from DP schemes are

≈ 2.5 times than the respective SP cases. It is expected since the total energy used

for irradiation is two times (2 mJ, 1 mJ each in each pulse) in DP schemes than

the SP schemes (1 mJ). While emission in the SP-H case is slightly higher than

that of the SP-V case (also supported by figure 5.5), the emissions in both the DP
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cases are nearly equal. While in the DP-V case, the continuum emissions reduces

beyond 36 keV, the continuum emissions in DP-H case is found to reduce beyond

∼ 40 keV. A peak is found at ∼ 34 keV in the DP-V and no specific peaks are

found in the spectra for the DP-H scheme. At 20◦, emissions from the SP-V, DP-V

and DP-H are found to increase marginally whereas emissions from SP-H remains

similar to that at 0◦. Emission spectra for SP-V at 20◦ show a broad peak at 50 keV

which is absent in all other cases of 20◦. SP-V has more emission intensity than the

SP-H at 20◦, whereas the DP-H has slightly more emission than the DP-V. Also,

most of the emission in the spectrum is observed for energies < 80 keV. At 40◦, the

emission spectra is entirely different from the previous cases. SP-V and SP-H have

similar emission intensities at 40◦ and DP schemes have higher emission intensities

than the respective SP cases as seen previously for 0◦ and 20◦. While most of the

emissions are found for < 85 keV in the SP cases, the spectrum is extended to

higher energies in the DP cases. Unlike the emissions in 0◦ and 20◦, peak structures

are visible in the emission spectra for all the cases. Broad emission peaks around

43 keV and 47 keV for are present for SP-V and around 39 keV in the SP-H. In the

case of DP schemes, three broad peaks are visible in the spectrum which appear

around 32 keV, 44 keV and 61 keV for DP-V. On the other hand for DP-H, the

peaks appear around 44 keV, 57 keV and 67 keV. Further, when the observation

angle is increased to 60◦, the spectral modulation are more evident in DP with more

emission counts in the higher energy regime when compared to 0◦, 20◦ and 40◦. As

observed in the previous angles, the emission intensity in the DP is almost double

that of the SP case. While the emission from SP reduces around 100 keV range, the

emission from DP are present until 150 keV. The number of peaks in the spectrum

for DP is more than what is observed in 0◦, 20◦ and 40◦. Unlike at other angles,

peaks are observed in SP cases at 60◦. Emission peaks at 31 keV, 42 keV, 55 keV

and 75 keV respectively for SP-V case and at 32 keV, 55 keV and 66 keV for the

SP-H case. Peaks are seen at 32 and 93 keV in DP. Additional peaks at 50 keV, 54

keV, 60 keV and 67 keV are observed in DP-V and peaks at 46 keV, 52 keV and

61 keV are observed in the DP-H. The modulation in the spectra is evident in the

DP, especially at larger angles of observations, i.e, at 60◦. Also, the energy content

in the spectra is more at 60◦ for both SP and DP cases.

Figure 5.3 shows the angular X-ray spectroscopic measurements for Cr LPP in SP

and DP schemes. At 0◦, SP-V and SP-H are found to have similar intensities with

the emissions around ∼ 120 keV. While SP-V shows two peaks (at 33 keV and
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Figure 5.3: Angular X-ray measurements carried out on Cr LPP at angles (a)
0◦, (b) 20◦, (c) 40◦ and (d) 60◦ for SP and DP schemes.

42 keV), the SP-H shows three peaks (at 34 keV, 37 keV and a broad peak at

52 keV). DP has emissions until ∼ 140 keV when compared to the SP cases for

Cr LPP. DP-V has two peaks (at 32 keV and 36 keV respectively) and a broader

peak centering around 65 keV. On the other hand, the DP-H has two broad peaks

centered around 46 keV and 78 keV in the spectrum. At 20◦, the spectrum shows

similar emission intensities for the SP-V and SP-H. The emission intensities for the

DP cases are also similar at 20◦. However, peak structures aren’t visible here for

any of the cases, except for a peak at 40 keV in SP-H and a peak at 45 keV in the

DP-H. When the angle is further increased to 40◦, peak structures again appear

in the spectra, especially for the DP cases. In SP-V, one peak is visible around

38 keV and a shoulder around 62 keV region. SP-H has the shoulder around the

same region, without any other prominent peak structures. However, the emission

intensities in the SP cases are similar. There are three peaks visible in DP with

similar emission spectra. In the DP cases, peaks appear at 43 keV and 52 keV.

However, a third peak appears at 80 keV for DP-V and at 89 keV for DP-H. At

60◦, the modulation in the spectra is visible for all the cases as observed in the Al
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LPP. The emission intensities are similar for both the SP cases, except for slight

differences in the peaks appearing the spectrum. While SP-V has peaks at 32 keV,

53 keV and 72 keV, SP-H has peaks at 34 keV and 65 keV and a shoulder at 80

keV. DP-H has prominent peak structures compared to DP-V. Peaks are observed

at 57 keV, 80 keV and at 37 keV, 57 keV, 80 keV for DP-V and DP-H respectively.

X-ray measurements on LPP from Al-Cr alloy for various angles are given in the

figure 5.4. The spectra at different angles observed here are different the previous

observations. Emissions in all cases are found until 150 keV range, which different

from the spectra of Al and Cr LPP’s. At 0◦, three peaks (at 34 keV, 40 keV and 74

keV) and a shoulder at 52 keV is observed for SP-V. In SP-H, there is a shoulder

at 33 keV and a broad peak at 44 keV. However, DP cases have slightly different

spectral features with peaks at 48 keV, 88 keV and 136 keV for DP-V and broad

shoulder-kind of peaks (at 76 keV and 101 keV) and a peak structure at 146 keV for

DP-H. At 20◦, the spectral features are slightly different for SP-V and SP-H. While

Figure 5.4: Angular X-ray measurements carried out on the plasma generated
from the Al-Cr alloy at angles (a) 0◦, (b) 20◦, (c) 40◦ and (d) 60◦ for SP and DP

irradiation schemes.

there is one peak structure at 32 keV and a shoulder peak at 36 keV for SP-V, three
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broad peaks (at 38 keV, 66 keV and 115 keV) and a shoulder at 44 keV appear

for SP-H. The spectra in DP cases also exhibit a different pattern with peaks at

37 keV, 42 keV, 64 keV (broad peak), 147 keV for DP-V and peaks at 47 keV and

66 keV for DP-H. At 40◦, the emission spectra is similar for SP-V and SP-H with

similar emission intensities. A shoulder is visible at 36 keV for both cases with no

other peaks in the spectra. DP-V and DP-H also exhibit different characteristics

here. Three peaks (at 33 keV, 55 keV (broad) and 86 keV) and four peaks (36 keV,

51 keV, 58 keV and 83 keV) are observed for DP-V and DP-H respectively at 40◦.

In both the cases, there are shoulders at the 110 keV region. The peaks at 150

keV, observed in the former two cases are not observed here. At 60◦, the emission

intensity of SP-H is slightly higher than that of SP-V though their spectral features

are similar. However, the spectral features are different for the DP cases. While two

broad peaks (at 57 keV and 70 keV) are observed for DP-V, two peaks structures

(at 54 keV and 74 keV) are observed for DP-H. The emissions lasts until ∼135 keV

for both the DP cases and the peaks at 150 keV is absent at 60◦.

Figure 5.5: Total energy in the spectrum for the SP and DP cases for (a) Al
LPP, (b) Cr LPP and (c) plasma generated from the target which is an alloy of

Al and Cr. The error bars are within the data points.

To analyse the X-ray emissions from the plasma generated from each of the targets

mentioned above, total energy is calculated by integrating the area under the curve

for each case (SP and DP) for each detection angles. A graph showing the variation

of total energy in the spectrum with respect to different observation angles is given

in figure 5.5. For Al LPP, the maximum energy for both SP and DP cases is at

60◦. The energy in the spectrum increases almost monotonically in the SP (except

for SP-V case) and DP cases with respect to the angle of observation. For Cr LPP,

the energy decreases slightly at 20◦, and then increases gradually. The change in
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energy with respect to angle for Al-Cr LPP is however entirely different from that

of the Al and Cr LPPs. The total energy is found to slightly decrease gradually

with respect to the angle. In all the three cases, the DP scheme is found to have

higher energy (almost 2 times) compared to the SP scheme, which is substantiated

by the difference in the total energy of irradiation.

In summary, X-ray emission are observed from the plasmas generated from Al, Cr

and Al-Cr targets. Though the emission spectra are slightly different from one to

another, emissions are recorded in the range of 30-150 keV for all the three targets.

The spectra is dominated with Bremsstrahlung emissions from the respective LPP’s

and no line emission features appear in the spectra. DP schemes in all cases generate

emissions beyond 75 keV, thereby demonstrating the possibility of generating higher

energy radiations as a result of the effect of second pulse on to a pre-formed plasma.

Apart from the appearance of a few peaks in the spectra for certain cases of the

Al, Cr and Al-Cr LPP, there is negligible effect of polarisation for the SP schemes.

However, the DP schemes shows some difference in the modulated spectra along with

peak shifting with different polarisation. The modulation in the Bremsstrahlung

emission, which is absent at an observation angle normal to the target, is visible

upon increasing the angle of detection. This would probably be due to the presence

of non-thermal, non-modulating processes occurring on propagation. The reason for

the modulation in the spectra could possibly be the result of either the interaction of

emissions originating from different positions in the plasma plume or the oscillation

of the electron cloud due to the absorption of reflected light field from the target

surface. It seems that the latter contribute more to these modulation since it is

obvious in the DP case. Detailed investigations are required to fully understand all

these observations, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

5.2 High order harmonic generation

X-ray emissions from LPP’s and their characteristics are described in section 5.1. In

addition to that, these LPP’s can be employed in HHG experiments in the future

of this experiment. The vacuum system and XUV spectrometer for the future

LPP based HHG experiments are detailed in chapter 2. In this section, a detailed

description of the construction and testing of the XUV spectrometer are explained.
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5.2.1 The spectrometer

While the distance between HHG source and slit (the object distance) is fixed to 120

cm, the distance between the grating and MCP (the image distance) is chosen as

40 cm for the estimation of the working range of the spectrometer. A more detailed

description is available elsewhere [133]. The detector used is a double stacked MCP

with a diameter of 7.5 cm and a phosphor screen. The schematic of the XUV

spectrometer and its details are given in figure 5.6. Gratings with groove density

2400 lines/mm and 1200 lines/mm can be appropriately used for recording HHG

spectra covering energies from 50-150 eV and 25-75 eV respectively. With the help

of grating equation, d(sinα+ sinβ) = mλ and for m=-1, a slit width of ∼200 µm is

used to get a resolution ∼ 0.5 eV. Here, d is the line spacing of the grating, α, β and

λ are the angle of incidence, angle of diffraction and wavelength of the incident light

respectively. In order to achieve lower anamorphic magnification 1, the diffraction

order, m = -1 is used for the spectrometer construction.

The spectrometer is calibrated using two spatial energy references such as the zeroth

order of the grating and a sharp transmission-cut from the XUV metal filter. More

precisely, the energy calibration can be performed as follows. For a given angle, η

(see figure 5.6 (b)),

η = α + β + θ (5.1)

the spatial position of the zeroth order (m = 0 and α = β) can be defined as,

szeroth = l tan(η − 2α) (5.2)

whereas for the transmission-cut of the filter, at any energy, E is given by

sE = l tan(η − α− β) (5.3)

Hence, the difference of the positions of the zeroth order and the known wavelength

on the detector is given by:

∆s = szeroth − sE (5.4)

1Anamorphic magnification is the the ratio of the collimated diffracted beam (b) to that of the
collimated incident beam (a); b

a = cosβ
cosα .
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Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic of the custom made XUV spectrometer. (b) The
angles used for the calibration of the spectrometer. α and β are the angle of
incidence and angle of diffraction respectively, θ is the angle that the zeroth
order makes with the grating such that the sum of α, β and θ; η is a constant. l
is the distance between the grating and the detector and s is the distance of from

l to the position on the detector.

Substituting equations 5.2 and 5.3 into equation 5.4,

∆s = l [tan(η − 2α)− tan(η − α− sin−1(
mλ

d
+ sinα))] (5.5)

From equation 5.5, the energy calibration can be be performed.

5.2.2 HHG from gas targets

The experiment on HHG commenced with known gaseous systems such as Argon

(Ar) and Neon (Ne) allowing not only the calibration of the spectrometer but also to

test the capability of the system for a given condition, for example, the driving pulse

energy. A manual pressure controlled gas delivery setup with gas needle mounted

on an XYZ translation stage is used for positioning gas jet within the Rayleigh

range of the driving laser. This gives an extra freedom to move the gas jet along
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the propagation direction of the laser to select the short-trajectories in the HHG

process and hence less diverging XUV pulses. In order to do the calibration, thin

(100 µm) metal filters such as Al (∼ 72.6 eV) and Zr (∼ 60 eV) are used in the

current investigation. Also, a differentially pumped vacuum systems is used to avoid

sparking, if any, at the MCP due to large number of particle reaching the detector

since they are sitting at a higher voltage. Though experiments on HHG has been

conducted in both Ar and Ne, no HHG signals were recorded from Ne when driven

with 2 mJ, 40 fs laser pulses. However, HHG emission from Ar gas is recorded for

different cases and are as follows.

5.2.2.1 HHG yield with pressure

Figure 5.7: HHG spectra recorded from the Ar gas jet as a function of Ar Pres-
sure from 20-100 Torr. It could be observed that the harmonics are visible from
∼ 40 Torr Ar pressure (left). Normalised emission intensity profiles of the HHG
from Ar upon increasing the pressure (right). Even though the spacing between
the harmonics is 3.08 eV, the energy calibration of the detector cannot be carried
out with a single reference point (see details in section 5.2.1). The harmonics
observed are in the range of 25 eV to 75 eV, according to the calculations given

in section 5.2.1.

A 40 fs, 800 nm laser pulse with an energy of ∼ 2 mJ at repetition rate of 1 kHz is

focused to the Ar gas jet to generate harmonics. As in any other HHG experiments,
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the MCP and phosphor screen voltages are set to 1.8 kV and 4.80 kV respectively

for better signal to noise ratio. An ICCD is used to record the HHG emissions with

the td fixed at 25 ns for 1000 accumulations for a range of 25 to 75 eV. The gas

jet pressure is varied by controlling the manual needle valve and the corresponding

HHG yield are recorded. Pressure flowing through the needle valve is varied from

20 Torr to 100 Torr and the the respective HHG yield is shown in figure 5.7. It is

experimentally difficult to measure the absolute pressure at the tip of the gas jet

even though the inflow is known. As shown in the figure 5.7, there is no/feeble

emissions recorded until 30 Torr pressure which means that the number of particles

are really low for HHG. Three or more harmonic lines are visible for pressure ≥ 40

Torr. The yield is found to increase with incremental number of harmonic lines in

the spectra until 80 Torr. However the increase in the yield is less obvious when

compared to the changes until ∼ 80 Torr. Pressures around 80 Torr would be good

to proceed further as the signal level does not change much. Also, it is better for the

experimental setup if the jet pressure is kept as low as possible due to the reduced

background.

5.2.2.2 HHG yield with driving energy

The HHG yield is dependent on the driving energy, i.e, low energies would not be

enough for harmonic generation while ionisation saturation occurs at larger inten-

sities suffers. Therefore, measurements on the dependence of HHG yield on the

driving energy is relevant. The measurements are carried out for various energies

from 0.99 mJ to 2 mJ and its result is shown in figure 5.8. From the measurements

explained in sections 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2, transmission-cut of the metal filter is be-

yond the cut-off energy of the HHG. Though the zeroth order can be recorded upon

rotating the grating about its axis to a smaller angle of incidence, the unavailability

of the second reference point limited the calibration of the spectrometer. This can

be resolved (1) by redesigning set-up to achieve higher intensities on the target in

order to obtain a larger energy cut-off of the HHG and hence the second reference

point and/or (2) use a filter that has a transmission-cut in the region of interest.
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Figure 5.8: HHG spectra recorded from Ar gas jet at 80 Torr pressure on
increasing the driving laser energy (left). Normalised emission intensity profiles
of the harmonics (right). Harmonics in the range of 25 eV to 75 eV from Ar is
visible from energy ∼ 1 mJ. Zeroth order is not visible because the grating is

positioned in such a way that the zeroth order misses the MCP screen.

5.3 HHG from Plasma

Cr plasma is generated by employing the SP and DP schemes as mentioned in

chapter 4 with 60 ps pulses (part of the pulse energy before compression) such that

the energy available to drive the harmonics is limited to 1 mJ. It is relevant to

characterise such plasmas, which could potentially emit radiations in the region of

interest depending on the temperature (i.e.continuum emission) and ionisation level

(line emission from highly charged state), before recording HHG for a background

correction. Figure 5.9 shows this comparison, and the significant differences can be

noticed. For the SP scheme, Ei on the target is varied from 200 µJ to the max-

imum available energy (470 µJ) for the plasma generation and 1 mJ, 40 fs pulses

is used to drive the harmonics. Unfortunately, no/feeble signal is detected for Ei

up to 300 µJ. A signal is detected for Ei = 470 µJ, but the harmonic orders were

indistinguishable when compared to the harmonics generated from Ar gas. More

precisely, a continuous emission is detected than the expected harmonics orders. To
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Figure 5.9: Harmonics recorded by (a1) irradiating Ar gas with fs pulses and
(a2) the corresponding binned 1D data. Please note here that indices 1 and 2
represent image and binned data respectively for all cases, which follows. Har-
monics recorded from plasmas generated by irradiating 60 ps pulses of energies
(b) 200 µJ, (c) 250 µJ, (d) 300 µJ and (e) 470 µJ and for driving pulses at ∼ 1

mJ.

address this problem, the experiment is repeated with and without driving pulse,

which is less conclusive as the plasma emission varies slightly for different irradia-

tions. Major drawbacks in the SP scheme could be (1) the lower number density

in the interaction volume of the driving laser and (2) peak intensity of the driv-

ing laser. Hence, the measurements are repeated in DP1 scheme as it was evident

from the previous investigations (mentioned in chapters 3 and 4) that the number

density can be improved. The harmonic signal obtained for various DP1 schemes

are presented in figure 5.10 for various cases such as (c) E1 = 100 µJ and E2 =

370 µJ , (d) E1 = 200 µJ and E2 = 270 µJ and (e) E1 = 270 µJ and E2 = 200

µJ. The plot as an image (with indices 1 in the label after the alphabet) and the

integrated emission counts (with indices 2 in the label after the alphabet) shows

clear distinction upon comparison. For example, the emission counts increases in

DP1 scheme with E1 = 100 µJ and E2 = 370 µJ (see figure 5.10(e2)) case when
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Figure 5.10: Harmonics recorded by driving 40 fs pulses having ∼ 1 mJ from
the plasma (a) generated by 470 µJ irradiation, (c) generated in DP1 scheme with
E1 = 100 µJ and E2 = 370 µJ , (d) generated in DP1 scheme with E1 = 200 µJ
and E2 = 270 µJ and (e) generated in DP1 scheme with E1 = 270 µJ and E2 =
200 µJ. (b) Plasma emissions in the DP1 scheme with E1 = 100 µJ and E2 =

370 µJ for a comparison.

compared to all other DP cases and SP scheme with full energy 5.10(a2)). It is

obvious from figures 5.9 and 5.10 that the background signal is large such that the

extraction of HHG signal, if at all present, is difficult. An attempt to extract the

signal is performed by background subtraction and is shown in figure 5.11. Mea-

sured signal in the DP1 irradiation scheme with E1 = 100 µJ and E2 = 370 µJ

(figure 5.11(a2)) is analysed by subtracting it with emission from plasma under

the same irradiation scheme without the HHG driving pulse (figure 5.11(b2)). The

background corrected signal (figure 5.11(c2)) displays noisy continuum displaying

no/feeble harmonic yield from the plasma in the present investigation. It can be

argued here that there is harmonic signal from the plasma considering the increase

in the emission yield as shown in figure 5.11(b2). The enhancement of the signal

is most probably due to the interaction of the fs pulse with excited plasma species
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Figure 5.11: Signal in the DP1 irradiation scheme with E1 = 100 µJ and E2

= 370 µJ (a) without and (b) with HHG driving fs pulse . (c) The background
corrected signal for the DP1 irradiation scheme with E1 = 100 µJ and E2 = 370 µJ
scheme. Indices 1 and 2 represent the 2D image and binned signals respectively.

since there is no strict evidence of harmonic lines in the XUV spectrometer on its

designated pixels. Therefore drawing a conclusion in this case is challenging.

5.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, angle-resolved X-ray measurements were carried out on LPPs from

metals (Al and Cr) and their alloy (Al-Cr). These measurements showed that ir-

respective of the target, the spectra had Bremsstrahlung emissions in the range of

30 keV to 150 keV. DP scheme leads to better X-ray yield from LPPs. The spectra

at 60◦ for all cases is found to have modulation when compared to those in the SP

scheme and this is expected to arise from the interaction of emissions from differ-

ent spatial points and/or the oscillation of electron cloud due to the absorption of

reflected delayed pulse from the plasma/target. However a more detailed investi-

gation of the characteristic line emissions along with the continuum emission from

solid targets should be recorded in vacuum rather than in air (as presented in this

chapter) to describe the nature of the observed spectra unambiguously.

Additionally, a custom-made XUV spectrometer is upgraded and the HHG beam

line is designed, built and tested. HHG signal from Ar gas is recorded using a MCP

and Phosphor based XUV spectrometer in order to demonstrate that the HHG

beamline is operational. The upgraded spectrometer covers a large energy range
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from 25 eV to 150 eV upon changing the grating. However, the energy calibration

was difficult due to lower HHG cut-off of the generated harmonics, which was below

the transmission edge of the Al filter. To use the beamline and proceed further,

it is important to calibrate the spectrometer. To do so, an increase in the energy

cut-off of the harmonics is essential. This is possible via a minor upgrade in the

driving laser path, such as a different focusing configuration which improves the

intensity of the driving laser and thereby a larger energy cut-off. Also, it would be

better to use a different laser synchronised with fs driving laser to generate plasma.

It is anticipated that the aforementioned case not only rules out the difficulties

associated with plasma density but also benefit the use of full fs pulse energy for

driving HHG. Further, minor changes in the spectrometer is necessary in order to

reduce the detection of the background plasma signal reaching the detector. One

possibility to avoid the background would be the use of an XUV mirror with a

reflection maximum for the driving laser polarisation. This would be considered in

the future of the experimental program and is beyond the scope of thesis.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and future work

This chapter details a brief summary of the experiments presented in Chapter 3,

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, along with the future scopes.

6.1 Recap of the research

HHG is progressing towards the generation of bright and coherent radiations with

larger energy cut-off than what is available today (i.e. 221H of He with 800 nm

laser). The energy cut-off of the harmonics generated, Ecut−off = Ip + 3.17 Up,

where Up ∝ Iλ2 implies that the Ecut−off can be increased either by increasing Ip

or by increasing the intensity (I) and/or wavelength (λ) of the HHG driving laser

pulse. For I beyond 1016 W/cm2, the magnetic field of the light pulse deflects the

returning electrons due to the Lorentz force and the freed electron generated by

tunnel-ionisation moves away from the parent ion, reducing the probability of the

re-scattering process. On the other hand λ cannot be increased beyond ≈ 4 µm

since the photon flux (photon flux is ∝ 1/λ4) and the available laser technology

limits increasing λ beyond this value. These limitations in I and λ limits the

extension of Ecut−off . Therefore, increasing the Ip is sought as an alternative to

which LPP’s would be helpful. In this context, the thesis focused on optimising

LPP’s and use them as nonlinear medium for HHG. Since the LPP’s are transient

in their nature as mentioned in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, their detailed spatio-

temporal characterisation is carried out prior to implementing them for the HHG

109
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experiments. Al and Cr LPP’s are spatio-temporally optimised using OES and time-

resolved plume imaging. Al III and Al IV are capable of theoretically extending

the cut-off to 0.998 keV and 1.07 keV respectively if 800 nm laser pulses with an

intensity ∼ 8 ×1015 W/cm2 is used. Similarly Cr LPP’s are known for their use

to generate attosecond pulses and for resonance enhanced harmonic generation.

Therefore, detailed study of the plasmas generated from these metals is of relevance

when LPP’s are used for HHG applications. For optimising the plasmas generated

from Al and Cr, OES in the range of 300 nm to 560 nm and time-resolved plume

imaging are employed. While OES provided the details about the abundance of the

different constituents, the plume imaging provided a detailed 2-dimensional view of

the hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma plume.

The ps laser produced Al plasmas are found to be a mix of Al I, Al II and Al III

in both SP and DP irradiation schemes, whereas the presence of Al IV is recorded

for ns LPP along with Al I, Al II and Al III. To be precise, for ps LPP’s with

irradiation energy ≤ 600 µJ, the plume constitutes emissions from Al I and Al II,

and a further increase in the irradiation energy shows emission from Al III. While

irradiation energy can be used as a control parameter for the generation of highly

charged species in ns LPP, it is difficult to generate highly charged species in ps

LPP with energy as control parameter in the present case. Hence it is better to

use different schemes for obtaining similar ionisation levels in ps plasma plume.

The hydrodynamics of the plasma plume can also be modified by implementing

new irradiation scheme such as DP. For example, in the SP scheme, the shape

of the plasma plume changes from cylindrical to spherical either by increasing the

irradiation energy from 100 µJ to 600 µJ or by increasing the ambient pressure. This

could be achieved in DP scheme as follows. In the DP scheme, the plume shape

becomes more spherical when the energy in the first pulse is less than or equal to the

energy in the second pulse for lower background pressures when compared to SP.

The DP scheme helps in analyzing the laser-plasma, laser-target and plasma-plasma

interactions happening in the plume, the responsible processes for the structural

modifications of the plume. While DP1 scheme (back to back irradiation on the

same spot) facilitated the generation of a homogeneous plasma for applications

such as HHG, the plume expansion in the later stages of DP2 scheme (DP schemes

with irradiations at two different points) predicted the generation of nanoparticles

as mentioned in chapter 3. Both LPP’s are optimised for the generation of highly

charged species within the limitation of the laser pulse energies.
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The Cr LPP was optimised by implementing the SP, DP1 and DP2 schemes. The

plume morphology in all the three cases were different from each other. The plume

structure is significantly different in DP1 scheme where the parameters such as inter-

pulse delay (τp), energy in the first and second pulse (E1 and E2) and background

pressure (Pbg) were varied for fine tuning the LPP plume for its application. DP1

generates a better spherical plasma plume compared to the SP and DP2 scheme,

when the energy in the first path is less than or equal to the energy in the second

path. The plume is spherical in DP1 scheme when τp ≥ 400 ps and also when the

Pbg is increased. The effect of DP when Pbg is increased, yields to a more spherical

expansion when compared to their respective SP counterparts. Interestingly, the

plume expansion conditions in the SP case for higher Pbg can be reproduced in

DP1 scheme for lower pressures by appropriately choosing τp, E1 and E2. Such

optimisation would help in improving the temperature and number densities of the

plasmas at relatively lower pressures and also ensure a more homogeneous plasma

for efficient source of HHG. The OES in both SP and DP schemes reveals that

the plasma is a mix of neutrals and ions at all times. Unlike the Al LPP, more

emissions from neutrals are observed when compared to ions for both ps pulse

durations investigated.

In the OES studies of Cr LPP, an oscillation is observed in the line width of neutrals

(δλneutrals) for a pressure range from 5×10−1 Torr to 5×101 Torr which is similar

to a previous investigation of a fs LPP [149]. This was an additional experimental

advancement while progressing towards the aim of the experiment. The behavior

of δλneutrals is likely to be correlated to the collisional effects and changes in the

instantaneous velocities of species interacting with the emitter. It is also related to

the variation of temperature with respect to pressure for both irradiations. There-

fore, in view of the previous observation in a fs LPP [149], the current observation of

the oscillation of δλneutrals is found to be independent of the pulse duration (at least

for any pulse duration ≤ 300 ps) as well as the target materials. Hence, δλneutrals

must be carefully chosen to avoid ambiguities in calculating the number density of

the plasma, irrespective of the material as well as the laser pulse duration.

The angle-resolved X-ray studies on LPP’s from Al, Cr and Al-Cr displays emis-

sions in the range of 30 keV to 150 keV for both SP and DP irradiations. A spectral

modulation is observed at larger detection angles for DP scheme irrespective of the
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material used to generate plasma. The modulation is absent for measurement an-

gle normal to the target surface. This is most probably due to the non-thermal,

non-modulating processes in the plume for the propagation normal to the target

surface. The observed modulation in the spectra could be due to the interaction of

emissions from different spatial points and/or the oscillation of electron cloud due

to the absorption of reflected delayed pulse from the plasma/target. A more de-

tailed investigation of the characteristic and continuum emissions from solid targets

in vacuum would be advantageous to describe the nature of the observed spectra

unambiguously. A custom made HHG set up is designed, built and tested for har-

monics from Ar gas jet. The HHG spectrometer and the experimental set up is

now functional for HHG measurements though it requires minor energy calibration

to assign the harmonic orders. A test on LPP based HHG is performed using the

single and double pulse scheme. However it is highly challenged due to (1) larger

plasma background (2) lower number density of the plasma and (3) lower driving

laser intensity. The challenges and possible solutions are addressed in chapter 5 in

detail.

6.2 Future work

There are a few things to consider to proceed further development of the current

system and are as follows. (1) The use of XUV spectrometer with an extended

harmonic source such that the possibility to record a spectrum with two reference

spectral points (transmission edges of filters and zeroth diffraction order) to elimi-

nate the calibration problem. (2) The energy of the plasma generating pulse as well

as the driving fs pulse is limited since the total energy of the uncompressed laser

from the CPA amplifier is divided into two such that one part is utilised for the

former and remaining part for the latter. This can be resolved by upgrading the

HHG system by acquiring an independent ns/ps laser for plasma generation. It is

anticipated that this improves the plasma density and hence an efficient the HHG

process. (3) The HHG spectrometer requires a minor modification to limit the large

background plasma background radiation such that the signal to noise level can be

improved to record the HHG from plasmas. This includes the use of XUV mirrors

that has a maximal reflection for the laser polaisation. After careful changes as

mentioned above, the LPP’s optimised here can be well employed for HHG.
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